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Foreword to 1st Edition 

In the name of Allah, the Most Merciful, the Most kind. All praise is 
due to Allah who, through His infinite mercy has once again 
granted us another blessed Month of Ramadhan. May Allah accept 
and be pleased with us. 

Alhamdulillah, you have before you a very valuable piece of work. A 
detailed guide to the masaa'il of Ramadhan. 

Throughout the years, our honourable and respected Shaykh Abdul 
Raheem (hafizahullah) has benefitted countless people in the field 
of Hadith, Tafseer, Tasawwuf and Fiqh through lectures, courses, 
books and Shaykh's website www.Tafseer-RaheemLcom. 

It was during a course in which Shaykh was teaching his 
compilation of 40 Hadith relating to Ramadhan, and it was after 
teaching this when Shaykh decided to write a book that would act 
as a complete guide to Ramadhan (spiritually and practically) for 
one and all. 

After spending many hours with Ulama and medical doctors, you 
have before you a priceless book, which, Insha-Allah, will solve 
many important issues that are faced during the blessed month of 
Ramadhan for people young and old, in all communities across the 
globe. 

May Allah accept this work and reward Shaykh Abdul Raheem 
(hafizahullah) immensely for his effort. May Allah also reward the 
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respected Mufti Shabbir Sahib, Mufti Sufi Tahir Saheb, Doctor 

Mazharuddin Sahib, Doctor Salim, Doctor Liaqat and Maulana Zayd 

Mehtar for their contributions to this valuable piece. May Allah 
reward Sister Naielah Ackbarali for her well researched and 

detailed article on Fasting (presented later in the book). 

May Allah guide us and protect us all. Ameen. 

Ahmed Bhula 

General Manager of www.Tafseer-Raheemi.com 

Ramadhan 1436 AH 
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Introduction 

The Greatness of Ramadhan 

Allah ~ has introduced the month or Ramadhan in the Holy Quran 
with the following verse: 

"The month of Ramadhan is the month in which Quran was 
revealed as a gUidance for mankind, whose verses of gUidance are 
absolutely clear, and a criterion. So whoever among you witnesses 
this month, should fast in it. While those who are ill or on a journey 
should make up for the same number of days at another time. Allah 
wants ease for you and does not want hardship for you. You should 
complete the period and then glorify Allah that he guided you. And 
you will perhaps show gratitude to him." (Al-Baqarah 2:185) 

The verse indicates towards the greatness of this month by saying 
that the greatest of all divine scriptures, the glorious Quran, was 
revealed in this blessed month. 

This revelation is of two types. 

1) Revelation from Lawhe Mahfooz to the earthly heaven took 
place in this month in the night of power. 

2) The beginning of revelation upon the heart of the Prophet 
~. The first five verses of Surah Iqra were revealed in the 
cave of Hira, in Laylatul Qadr, in this month. 

Quran came like a heavy rainfall in a hot climate with extreme 
drought. The world was dry, filled with Kufr, Shirk and 
disobedience. The Quran came like a heavy rainfall which cools 
everything down and breathes life into dry lands. It had everything 
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that was needed; guidance, clear proofs, the power to distinguish 
between truth and false. It breathed life into dead souls. 

Since this month holds great virtues, people should fast in it. This 
fasting is, only from dawn till dusk, and only for one month. We can 
eat and drink freely for eleven months, but we should bring our 
desires under control for just one month. There is flexibility for the 
sick and the travellers. This is because Allah ~ is extremely kind 
and merciful. He does not like putting his creation in difficulties so 
he granted flexibility. Allah wants us to complete this period and be 
grateful to him for guiding us towards that which benefits us. 

People should be grateful and keep fasts properly. We see that in 
this day and age people miss fasts or break them for silly excuses. 
There is an environment of godlessness out there. No wonder we 
suffer from individual misfortunes and collective problems around 
the world. May Allah ~ guide us. 

Some people say summer fasts are too long. However, they fail to 
realise that the extra effort will bring extra reward and on top of 
that, the pleasure of Allah ~, which is our aim. 

Rasulullah :I would sometimes fast while travelling through the 
dessert, enduring the heat and thirst. Sahabah ~ loved fasting in 
the hot summer days. There literally felt lazzat in the hardship. 
That is the inner pleasure, the pleasure of the soul and mind, which 
we so much crave for. 

Our salaf used to love it also. Maulana Arshad Madani Saheb 
mentioned that his father Hadhrat Maulana Hussain Ahmed Madani 
rahmatullahi Alayhi would be fasting in the hot summer days. He 
would be reciting the Quran to someone after Asr Salah. His tongue 
would get stuck and he would struggle to continue. He would get up 
and go to the Wudhu area, pour two jugs of water over his head and 
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come back and continue reading. There was no air conditioning nor 
any fans in those days. 

This book which you have in your hands was written with the 
intention to make masaa'il of Sawm easy for everyone. We 
compiled 40 Hadiths at the beginning, in order to give some 
encouragement to the readers. Maybe if one person observes fasts 
properly, this can be a source of salvation for myself and for all our 
Tafseer Raheemi team. This has been a collective effort rather than 
an individual one. 

I am indebted to Allah '1m for giving me the tawfeeq and then to the 
authors of the books I benefited from, mainly 'Tuhfae Ramadhan' 
by Mufti Salman Mansurpoori. I should also mention and thank my 
dearest Mufti Zaid Mehtar who was the main driving force behind 
it. And then our Tafseer Raheemi manager Ahmed Bhula. Also 
Yahya Batha, Esa Bhai and the rest of the team. 

May Allah ~ reward each and everyone of them with the best of 
rewards in Dunya and Aakhirat. Ameen. 

(Shaykh) Abdul Raheem (hafizahullah) 

9 Sha'ban 1437 /16 May 2016 
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40 Hadith 

1. Rasulullah ~ Paying Great Importance to Ramadhan 

4-:1 J\.O! u~ lJA rJ:! yi.\ <} rLJ ~ '&1 ~'&I JY"'.J 4b :JI! '<.F'".JWI ul....L l.P 

..........". <I...ol....:..&1 ~ ·....All· . 4.1l A..J9 • ...!ll..... •.• \:.~ •. <II.:.\..l! llli _:.r _ . ~ U" Y--'" _ - ~ I). ~..- ~ r-- IY' 

~ (5Jl lJAJ ·1,.... t...,;9~.) (5J1 ~ u~ .EJllJA ~ ~ y.):i lJA ky1.:> "-1:.1 rl.!!J 

~J :u;J1 ...,,1; ~\., ~I ~ JAJ .1,.... t...,;9~.) ~ (5Jl ~ u~ ~.) 

.Jllli lJA 4.J iJ:icJ ..."..,.;~ ~ u~ WL...... ~ .;h! lJA lJAj.J1 L;JJ ~ JIJj: ~J ;;t.....1,.J1 

J\.O! t>UI J4> L. J.;...i US" ~ I,ll! .. ~ oy.o.l lJA ~ ul ..;:t. lJA oy.o.\ Jl.. .u U~J 

~.J.u) ~ JAJ ~ ~i.) .. L. ~ ) ;;y.:;.)c WL...... .;h! lJA yl;Jll1\.&1 ~ 

~\., .JlllllJA....u:.\.,.u'&1 .fo ...s-~ l.P Ub. lJA .JlllllJA iJ:ic .y..1 ~ oI..b...J \., 

·~I L.\! I. ... ~ .<. ~ 'X ... ,\ -" .<. \ ..... - ... -.\ -" JI.......:.;.. 1· A..J9 i...J ~ \" ~ ~J ,.,..) -. i...JY-"'Y ~ ~.J U" _ 

. tl~.:i! I. ,_.c .. 'X . \:illl L.l .u ... - '&1 'XI .ul 'X . \oJI. ••. <. I.... . - . \:illl 
i...Jy ~ \" cs= i...J ~ ~J "i...J ~ r:'.J -. i...JY-"'Y i...J 

..ih w.. 'X ~y;. ~y. lJA'&l .tA.... WL...... ~ &1 lJAJ .Jllli lJA ..." UJ~y.::.J :u;J1 '&1 

~ <} -.......,~ 011 ·Iv «. :u;J1 J:..J: 

Hadhrat Salman ~ reports "On the last day of Sha'ban, Allah's 
Messenger ~ addressed us and said: '0 people, there comes over 
you now a great month, a most blessed month in which lies a night 
more greater in virtue than one thousand months. It is a month in 
which Allah (The Glorified and the Exalted) has made compulsory 
that the days should be observed by fasting. And he has made 
optional the standing by night. Whosoever makes an attempt to 
draw nearer to Allah ~ by performing any virtuous deed, for him 
shall be the reward like one who had performed fardh at any other 
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time. And whoever performs fardh, for him shall be the reward of 
seventy fardh in any other time. This is indeed the month of 
patience, and the reward for true patience is Paradise. It is the 
month of sympathy with one's fellowmen. It is the month wherein 
a true believer's rizq (sustenance) is increased. Whosoever feeds 
another who fasted, in order to break the fast (at sunset), for him 
shall be forgiveness for his sins and emancipation from the fire of 
Hell and for him shall be the same reward as for him (who he fed) 
without that person's reward being decreased in the least. 

Thereupon we said: "0 Messenger of Allah, not all of us possess the 
means whereby we can help a fasting person to break his fast." The 
Messenger of Allah replied: 'Allah grants the same reward to him 
who gives a fasting person, to break the fast, a mere date or a drink 
of water or a sip of milk. 

This is a month, the first part of which brings Allah's Mercy, the 
middle of which brings His forgiveness and the last of which brings 
emancipation from the fire of Hell. Whosoever lessens the burden 
of His servants (labourers) in this month, Allah (The Glorified and 
the Exalted) will forgive him and free him from the fire of Hell. And 
in this month, four things you should continue to perform in great 
number, two of which shall be to please your Rabb while the other 
two shall be those without which you cannot do. Those which shall 
be to please your Rabb, are that you should, abundantly, bear 
witness that there is no deity to worship except Allah (Le. recite the 
Kalima Tayyibah: La Ilaaha Illallah abundantly) and make much 
Istighfar (beg Allah's forgiveness with Astaghfirullah). And as for 
those without which you cannot do, you should beg of Allah 
entrance into Paradise and seek refuge in Him from HelL" And 
whoever satiated a person with food, Allah (The Glorified and the 
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Exalted) will give him water from the Hawdh (pond) whereafter he 
shall never again feel thirsty until he enters Paradise. II (Ibn 
Khuzaimah) 

2. Fasting Is a Pillar of Islam 

I~ 0~'&1 'J'l 4..1! 'J' 01 .J~ : ~ .)c. f'';)....,.'11 ~ FJ "-:;lc '&1 ~'&I JY"'') JI! 

l,?.)h,J1 ~y...1·0~.) f'~J • ~[, • .~jll "bo~ • .)l...J1 f'1!~ • '&1 JY"'') 

"Islam is based on five pillars: To bear witness that there is none 
worthy of worship except Allah and that Muhammad is Allah's 
Messenger, to establish Salah, to give Zakah, to perform Hajj and to 
Fast in Ramadhan" {Bukhari} 

3. Ramadhan Expiates Sins 

~I~! ~[, ~I uI}..a.l1 J~ 0~ FJ "-:;lc.&1 ~.&I JY"'') 01 ~y\ -r.1 i.JC 

~ .[,.) yysJl ~I I~! ~ L. w~ 0~.) ~l 0~.JJ 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said, liThe five daily 

prayers, and one Jumuah to another Jumuah, and one Ramadhan to 
another Ramadhan, expiate the sins in between as long as one 
refrains from major sins. II (Muslim) 

4. In Ramadhan, the Gates of Jannah Are Opened and the Gates 
ofJahannam Are Closed 

yl,;l ~ 0~.) ,,4- I~! :JI! FJ "-:;lc.&1 ~'&I JY"'') 01 <Uc.&1 ~.)~..Y' -r.1 i.JC 

~.Iv l.J:!b~1 w~J .}.i.ll yl,;l '"'iltJ .:u;J1 
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Abu Hurairah $ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said, "When the month 
of Ramadhan commences, the doors of the heavens are opened, the 
doors of Jahannam are closed, and the Shayateen are chained." 
(Muslim) 

This results in lessening of sins due to the reasons of sins being 
minimized. When the gates of Jannah are opened, it's cool breeze 
reaches the hearts the believers and urges them to increase their 
devotion. 

5. Fasting Should Be with Belief and Sincerity 

bt....luL:....J ('I.......:. 0-" :~J ~'&I ~'&I JY".J J\! :J\!.uc.&1 ~.J OJ;~ ~i uc 

u~1 .Iv ....,uj 0-" ('.lQ:, lA .u ~ ,l,.l....:l:..i.J 

Abu Hurairah $ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said "Whosoever fast in 
Ramadhan with firm belief and with hope of gaining reward, 
(sincerity) his previous sins will be forgiven." (Bukhari/Muslim) 

6. Five Great Gifts for a Saaim 

~ uL:....J .} JI......,.;. ~ ~i ~i : ~J ~ '&1 ~'&I JY".J J\! J\! ~~ ~i uc 

" ~)WI .. 1 "."" ~I ·'&1 .l.lc........J:.i 'L....:..lI..9 wI" .• I.ii ~i I. L." . .s:.. f"!"' ~J C::.J L.JA • "~ ,~ ("'t"':"' ~ 

~j.J1 ~ I,Al: ul u~L....:..l1 ~.:;,~ ~J: J~ ~ ~ ('J: JS" J;...J Y.&1 U:y'J i.J..>4 

oY.F .} A..:ll u~ I,i~ lA ~l ~ )t! i.J:!b~1 o':;'y "-:!i ~..J 4Jl ~..J (5j'Ji.J 

Ijl ~i ")J: Wl J.,WI uSJJ'l J\! .J.liI1 ~ ~i'&l JY".J I:! J:! ~ y..\ .} ~ ";w..J 

.l.u.1 .Iv <\.l..c ~ 
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Abu Hurayrah $ relates that Rasulullah ~ said, "My Ummah has 
been given five things for Ramadhan which were not given to 
anyone except them. For them, 

1. The khuloof of a saaim (smell exiting from the mouth due 
to emptiness of the stomach) is sweeter to Allah than the 
fragrant smell of musk. (I.e. Allah loves the saaim due to his 
sacrifice.) 

2. The fishes of the oceans seek forgiveness for the fasting 
person until they break their fast. (Due to their love for the 
Saaimeen) 

3. Allah decorates Jannah every day and then says, "The time 
is near when My faithful servants shall cast aside the great 
trials of the world and come to you". 

4. In this month the rebellious, giant Satans are chained so 
that they cannot reach unto those evils to which they 

normally reached during other months besides Ramadhan. 
5. On the last night of Ramadhan people are forgiven". The 

Sahaabah ~ thereupon enquired, "0 Messenger of Allah, is 
that last night Laylatul Qadr? Rasulullah ~ replied, "No. But 
a labourer is paid his wage in full, when he completes the 
work". 

(Ahmed) 

7. The Reward of Sawm will Be Beyond Imagination 

rJ\ 0;1 J,.c JS'» :J\! -~J 4.,;lc. iill ~- ~I lJC -.we iill ~.F OJ:~ ~ lJC 

\..iIJ .) -...;~ i'~1 ~l :-J;...J jc- iill J\! ~ ~4- ~l 4J1i.1 ~ ~I ,c..Ac.~ 
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''':'.J .. w ~ 4..:..')J o;b! UC 4..:...):ub.:...) ~L...:Jl ,~\ ()A ...... k..l:.J 4"j~ t.J: ,""=' ,-?j;o.\ 

F.\.ul «.&..J\ <:::.J ()A.iIl\ ~ ~1 "-::>! -....i..,h]J 

Abu Hurairah ~ relates that Rasulullah ~ said, "Every deed of the 
son of Adam, brings 10 hasanat/rewards and it can be increased up 

to 700. 

(However), Allah says, 'Except for fast, because fasting is for Me, 
and I shall reward it. The Saaim leaves his desires and food for my 
sake.' For a fasting person there are two joys: 

1. A joy at the time of iftaar. 
2. And a joy when he meets his Lord. The khuloof of a fasting 

person is more beloved to Allah than the fragrance of musk. 

(Muslim) 

This means that the rewards of general deeds will be distributed, 
through the angels. However, fasting is so beloved to Allah ~, that 
He himself will personally give its reward. When Allah ~ is 
generous and he has no fear of poverty, imagine how much he will 

give. 

8. Abundance of Rahmah for the Saaimeen 

.iIl\ r-S~ '.S'y ~ u~.J r-Sb\ F J "'-:;k. .iIl\ .)...:o.ill\ JY".J JI! JI! w..~ IY. ;;J\,>c uc 

-<. --.L., _<,At.;::, 1\ 1tL,.iIl\ ,I~'" .. t.:.J.\\ ti ~ t.,\..b..;J\ k, 4.....:...11 J';'". ti r- '-r ,_'-' r-- <.s' <.s' ~J _. -' :i.J - :i.J ~!r.:-_ 

.Iv J;....J.Jc. .iIl\ 4.....:...J "-::>! f'~ ()A ~\ u).9 I;:.:.. ~ ()A c..-ltL,.iIl\ !v'ij <WS:l)L. 
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Ubadah bin Samit ~ relates that Rasulullah ~ said "Ramadhan, the 

month of blessings has come upon you, wherein Allah turns 
towards you and sends down His special mercy, He forgives your 
sins and accepts duas. He observes you're competing with one 
another in doing good deeds and He boasts to the angels about you. 
So show to Allah your righteousness for verily, the most pitiable 
and unfortunate one is he who is deprived of Allah's mercy, even in 

this month. 

9. Duas of a Saaim Are Accepted 

, ~ ~ ~UI : r+iy=...l ..lY'j ;c,)t, ~ J ~ ..ill ~.illl JJ-"'J JI! JI! ~yI> .,r.1 uc 

: ..,.,)1 J~..J "L..JI ..,.,l,il 4.l ~..J ' ('\...i.ll J~..ill ~y. ('~I Oy=...lJ ' J..lWI ('L.'lG 

""i.jlll oGJ LJ:!.:.. ..lA.:' )J ~y ..... h <i'jcJ 

Abu Hurairah ~ relates that Rasulullah ~ said: "Three types of 
people whose supplications are not rejected: 

1. A Fasting person when he opens his fast 
2. A just ruler 
3. Dua of a person who is oppressed, Allah lifts it up to the 

heavens and the doors of heaven are opened and Allah says 
"By My honour! I will indeed help you even though it could 
be after a while", (Tirmizi) 

10. Tawfeeq of Khayr in Ramadhan 
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When it is the first night or Ramadhan, the Satans and the rouge 
]inns are chained. The doors of ]ahannam are locked, none of them 
are opened. The doors of ]annah are opened, none of them are 
closed. And an announcer announces: "0 seeker of good! Proceed! 
And 0 seeker of evil! Stop!" And Allah emancipates people from the 
fire, and this takes place every night." (Tirmizi, Ibn majah, Mishkat 
P.173) 

The whole Hadith explains that the ability of virtues is increased in 
Ramadhan, whereas the channels of evil are reduced during this 
holy month. 

11. Night Prayer of Ramadhan Brings Forgiveness 

tL.:! u~.J !'t! ()A :Jt! rL-, 4.,;k ..1l\ ~..1l\ JY"..J ul .we. ..1l\ ~..J OJ;~ -,r.1 uc 

4.,;k ~ "-,il~ ()A !'~ L. 4.l .P- ~~\., 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah :!i said "Whosoever 
stands (in prayer) in Ramadhan with firm belief and with hope of 
gammg reward, his previous sins will be forgiven." 
(Bukhari/Muslim) 

The indication is towards Taraaweeh Salah. One should perform it 
with utmost willingness, show some desire. 
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12. Standing for Salah in Laylatul Qadr Attracts, Forgiveness 

tL...!l.J.ill1 ~ I"\! L>" :J\! ~J -.."Jc..l!1 ~ ~I c:P 4..lc...l!1 ~.J ~y\ c.r.1c:P 

.wlc. 0 '0 ....u~' .lAl l. 4..l .{ ,Lt.....:l.:..1 
o ~ • i.JA1" ..P-. 'J 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah :i; said "whosoever stands 
(for worship) in Laylatul Qadar (the night of power) with firm belief 
and with hope of gaining reward, his previous sins will be 
forgiven." (Bukhari/Muslim) 

Note: Laylatul Qadar can be any night from the last 10 ones, most likely 
one of the odd ones. So one should try and stay awake for worship in 
following five nights, at least. 21, 23, 25, 27, 29. 

13. Fasting Expiates Sins 

4..1.\1 .} J;.)I 4..;j! :~J -.."Jc ..l!1 ~..l!1 J.".....J J\! :J\! 4..lc. ..l!1 ~.J uL.:J1 U! ~h c:P 

-.."Jc ~ ~I., ,JA"i1., ,~.l....:J1., 'I"y--:JI., ,.)L....,JI IAfo ,~I;..J • .ll.JJ 4..ll.J 

Huzaifah ~ narrates that Rasulullah :i; said "The tests a man faces 
in his family, wealth, children and neighbours are expiated by 
Salah, Sawm, Sadaqah and by calling towards good and forbidding 
from evil." (Bukhari/Muslim) 

Note: These test can be the minor sins committed due to pressure from 
family & kids, or due to earning & spending wealth without due care, or 
due to some differences with the neighbours. Since they are not major 
things, they can be pardoned due to fasting and the good deeds mentioned. 
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14. Nothing Can Match Sawm 

"Abu Umamah ~ says I came to Rasulullah ~ and requested him to 
give me some advice to which I can hold on. He replied: "Hold on to 
Sawm, because it has no similitude." (Nasai) 

Note: Fasting is a special worship. One Hadith says "Everything has a 
door, and the door of worship is fasting" The author of Hidayah wrote the 
book in 11 years. He wrote the book while fasting all the time, and in such a 
way that not even his family knew that he was fasting. He would take tiffin 
from home and return with it empty. He would call some poor person in 
afternoon and feed it to him. 

15. Sawm Protects from the Fire 

I'~I :J~ FJ ~'&I ~.&I JY"'') ~ :Jij '4..lc.&I~.) 0W:. l>! 0Wc iY 

'401.. l>!1 01).) JbAll lJA ~~ ~ ,)u.ll lJA ~ 

uthman ~ says I heard Rasulullah ~ saying "Fasting is a protective 

shield from the fire, just like one of you has a shield to protect him 
in the battle." (Ibn Majah) 
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16. Ar-Rayyaan; a Special Gate ofJannah for Saaimeen 

0" '#\ ~y..T J;....l I~)! :~WI ..ll)., ,(,£)h.,J1 -Iv uyo:.l....:J1 JI!.u:..-l,! JI 'u~)1 ~ yl" 

{,I-l,!\ t....b.. ~ yy!. 0"J ,yy!. .(,;! J;....l 

Sahl bin Said ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ Said "In]annah there is 
a gate called Ar-Rayyaan, only the Sa'imun (people of fasting) will 
enter it (Bukhari) and in the narration of Nasai there is an addition: 
When the last person enters, it will be closed, whosoever enters 
from it, will be given a drink and whomsoever drinks it, will never 
be thirsty again. 

Note: Sa'imun here means those who loved fasting and who used to keep a 
lot of voluntary fasts. 

17. Being Invited from All Gates 

'&1 J:,... <.} u:.;...v ~\ 0" JU FJ "'-:;lc. '&1 ~'&I JY-".J J 4jc. JlI ~.J ~..J4 -,r.l ()C 

0"J .)l....ll yl" 0" -,r..l .)l....ll ~\ 0" u\S" ()o! ~ I~ '&1 ¥ \! 4..l;J1 yly,l 0" (pi' 

U\S" 0"J u~)1 yl" 0" -,r..l ("t."....J1 ~1 0" U\S" 0"J ..l4-;J1 yl" 0" -,r..l ..l4-;J1 ~1 0" u\s" 

La.&1 JY-".J \! <.F"~ w.;l -,r.~ .uc JlI ~.J fo. >i\ JIAi lj.l.....:J1 yl" 0" -,r..l lj.l.....:J1 ~\ 0" 

u\ ~.J~ ~ JU ~ yly,YI ..ill:, 0" ..l.:>.1 .r-l,! ~ ~ 0" yly,YI ..ill:, 0" -,r..l 0" .)c 

'..,?.JI.:;..,JI -Iv r+'-" ufo 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said "Whoever spends a 
pair (of clothes, shoes, is charitable to double people etc.) in the 
cause of Allah ~ will be called from the gates of ]annah "0 
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Abdullah, this gate is good for you". The people of Salah will be 
called from the gate of Salah, the people of Jihad will be called from 
the gate of Jihad, the people of Sadaqah will be called from the gate 
of Sadaqah, and the people of fasting will be called from the gate of 
Rayyaan." 

Abu Bakr ~ said, "There is no harm on one who will be called from 
all these gates. So will there be anyone who would be called from 
all gates?" The Messenger of Allah ~ said, "Yes, and I have great 
hope that you will be one of them" (Bukhari) 

Note: This is because Siddiqe Akbar ~ used to perform all these acts of 
worship, so he will be called from all the gates. One Hadith states that 
Rasulullah ~ asked a gathering of companions "who is fasting today?" 
Abu Bakr raised his finger. He asked "who fed a miskeen today?" Abu Bakr 
raised his finger to say "I did". He asked "who visited a sick person today?" 
Abu Bakr raised his finger. He asked "who attended a funeral today?" Abu 
Bakr raised his finger. He ~ said "Never do these gather in a person but he 
will definitely enter Jannah" 

It is possible that Rasulullah ~ had a Kashf in which he realized that 

Siddiqe Akbar ~ had performed these acts of virtue. He wanted to 
inform the congregation of the greatness of Siddiqe Akbar ~ so he 
~ asked these questions. 
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18. Special See through Mansions in Jannah -for People who 
Have Four Qualities; One of them is Siyaam 

\!jC ~\ <-i' ul :~J -..",.Ie .&\ ~.&\ J.,...J JI! :JI! <Uc. .&\ ~.J ..,.,ltb ~l U! ~ LP 

u.J : JI! Y.&\ J.,...J \! ~ u.J : Jw ~I;c-ll"w ~~ l.JA 4J ~J ,4J ~ l.JA ~ tS.J, 

""i.yl\ .Lu I"\,;.i U"wt., J,;ll\,>.& ~J 'I"~\ I"\~L '1"w..J\ FL 'I")W\ ylbl 

Ali bin Abi Talib ~ narrates that Rasulullah :i said "In Paradise 
there are such rooms that their inside can be seen from outside and 
outside can be seen from inside. Allah has prepared them for those 
who soften their speech, feed people, continuously observe fasts, 
and perform Salah at night while people are asleep. (Tirmizi) 

19. Intercession of Quran and Siyaam 

u);Jt., I"~\ :JI! ~J -..",.Ie .&\ ~.&\ J.,...J u1 <Uc. .&\ ~.J ~ U!.&\ ¥- LP 

'''-:!! ~ '.J4-il\'> u~t., 1"w..J\ ....::...;,.. 'Y.J ""I :I"~\ J~ ,4.-.\,>Al\ I"y. ~ u~ 

.l.o.>..l .Lu u~ '''-:!! ~ ,J,;ll\,> I".,:.J\ ....::...;,.. :u);J\ J.;i>.J 

Abdullah bin Amr ~ narrates that Rasulullah :i said "The fast and 
Quran will intercede on behalf of the slave, on the Day of 
Judgement. Fast will say "Ya Rabb! I prevented him from eating, 
drinking, and fulfilling his lawful desires during the day, therefore 
accept my intercession. Quran will say Ya Rabb! I prevented him 
from sleeping at night. So accept my intercession. Both the 
intercessions will be accepted." (Ahmed) 

Note: No one will be allowed to speak up for anyone on the day of 
Qiyamah except with Allah's permission. So if someone comes 
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forward and puts in a word for us, imagine how much happiness 
this will bring us. 

20. Eating Suhoor Up to Subhe Sadiq 

rJJ {J-"",YI J:.FJI l.JA ~YI J:.FJI rSl0:!-P: ~ ,-,:>..;.!.I, I,lS:J} wl) JI! ,~ U. ~ uc 

,J-"",YI J:.FJI, ~YI J:.FJI .J;...J ~ ~J:>.i 1:."..) ('.,...JI I,J!Ji Ijj J4-.J ulS:! ,~I l.JA Jj:>o 

• I. "I 1111 . wI -ui I .I_a { .- ~II . } .kJ..iI1 J"\! ,I .. c., .u . - - Ie'\., J' ., .J't-"'J U:!" ~ , ~ fl>"" ~ . 1>' ~J.) u:!-':! ~ I..? _ iY- r' J 

l,?.J\.:...,JI -Iv 

Sahl bin Sa'd narrates: When the following verses were revealed: 
'Eat and drink until the white thread appears to you distinctly from 
the black thread' and ~I l.JA (from the dawn) was not yet revealed, 
some people who intended to fast, tied black and white threads to 
their feet and went on eating until (there was enough light that) 
they differentiated between the two. Allah then revealed the 
words, 'of dawn', and it became clear that He meant night and day." 
(Bukhari) 

I.e. Suhoor should be finished by Subhe Sadiq. One cannot eat after that. 
Subhe Sadiq means 'True Dawn'. One should be careful in finishing suhoor 
a few minutes earlier than what is in the timetable. This is to avoid any risk 
of overstepping the limit. 

21. Eating Suhoor Is Desirable 

~I ~ ul! I,y......::. : ~ J "-:;lc ..ill ~ ~I JI! : JI! .u.:. ..ill ~.J -illL. U. ~i uc 

l,?.J\.:...,JI ~..?-i d.S' y. 
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Anas ibn Malik ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said "Partake from the 

Suhoor/pre-dawn meal, because verily there is Barakah (blessings) 
in Suhoor." (Bukhari) 

Note: Why miss out on barkati food? Especially when we are going to need 
a lot of energy throughout the day. We should make a habit of eating 
suhoor. 

22. Suhoor Is a Defining Act 

u..~ ~ L. ~ :J\! FJ ~ ..Ill ~ ..Ill J-"",.J ul 4J<:, ..Ill ~.J u-cWI 0; JY>C UC 

F -Iv y:o.o.JI '-lSI ybS.l1 J,\11"~J 

Amr bin Aas ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said, "The difference 

between our fasting and the fasting of Ahle Kitab, is the eating of 
Suhoor." (Muslim). 

Note: Ahle Kitab means 'people of the book' i.e. the Jews and the 
Christians. They used to fast as well, but they would not get up to eat 
anything for Suhoor. They would just eat something before going to sleep 
at night. 

23. Allah and His Angels Shower Mercy upon Suhoor Takers 

~)l..J ..Ill ul :FJ ~ ..Ill ~ ..Ill J-"",.J J\! :J\! 4Jc. ..Ill ~.J ->= 0; ..Ill ¥- uc 

uy.".. 0;1 -Iv u:~1 .)c u~ 
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Abdullah bin Umar ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said, "Indeed 
Allah and his angels send mercy upon those who partake of 
Suhoor." (Ibn Hibban) 

Note: When we get up for suhoor, we pray a few rakats of tahajjud, do 
some Dhikr, read some Quran and make some duas as well. All this attracts 
Allah's Rahmah. 

24. Suhoor Food Is Barkati Food 

! ~\ .,.\~ ~ :JI! ~J ~ .&\ ~ ~\ 01 .uc. .&\ ~j yfo. .A.o l.>! I"\~\ <Y 

.;W\ .Iv ~),...J\ .,.\~\ JA ...:.)! 

Miqdam bin Made-Karab ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said, "It is 
imperative that you have Suhoor food, because it is indeed a 
blessed meal." (Nasai) 

25. Suhoor Should Be Delayed Up to the Permitted Time 

:.J-!-ll\ J)b.\ u-- ':"')1:, :~J ~ .&\ ~.&\ JY"j JI! :JI! .uc. .&\ ~j .,.\Jj..ll\ <r.1 <y 

~);;.bl\.1v ii)l.....J\ ~ J~\ ~ ~\ ~JJ ,~\ ~bJ 'jl.1.!)1\ ~ 

Abu Darda ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said, "Three things are 
from the characteristics of Prophet hood: 

1. To hasten in Iftaar 
2. To delay Suhoor and, 
3. To place the right hand on the left hand in Salah." 

(Tabarani) 
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Some people do Suhoor about two hours before Subhe Sadiq. This is 
not Taqwa, as it goes against the Sunnah of Rasulullah :i. 

26. Taking A Sip of Water Can Be Considered as Suhoor 

Abdullah bin Umar ~ narrates that Rasulullah :i said "Partake of 
Suhoor even though if it may be a sip of water." (Ibn Hibban) 

Note: Sometimes our alarms don't go off and we get up at the last 
minute. We feel there is no time for suhoor so we go back to sleep 
thinking we will get up later towards the end of fajr time, pray fajr 
and go to work. This is not right. We should at least drink a glass of 
water to take the Barakah of suhoor. 

27. Ladies Should Make Up for the Fasts Missed Due to Period 

\11 ~\ u\ ~\ W, u~J U.o 1"y..:J\ ~ u~ u\S" uJlj ~.Jl\ ~J ~\c uc 

(,?J~\·1v u~ ~ 

Aisha (Radiyallahu Anha) says: "Sometimes some fasts of Ramadhan 

would be due upon me, but I could not make up for them (qadhaa) 
except in the month of Sha'ban. (Bukhari) 

Note: This is because Rasulullah ~ would fast abundantly in the month of 
Sha'ban. Hadhrat Aisha (Radiyallahu Anha) says in another Hadith that 
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Rasulullah 1i would fast most of 5ha'ban, in fact all of 5ha'ban. 50 she 
would also join him and do her qadhaa. 

Note: We should at least fast on the 15th of5ha'ban and a few days before 
or after. 

28. Increasing Generosity in Ramadhan 

'lY'lJl J~l FJ ~'&I .)....:.'&1 JY"') ulS' :J\!,~.&I~.) IY'~ lJ.!'&1 ¥- uc 

........ J¥ 'u\....:.:....) lJ.o ~ ~ t.} .W: U~J 'J:y;- .W: ~ u\....:.:....) t.} u~ 1... J-"'" U~J 
",)..;."JI .Lu ,":u......;.J1 e:JI lJ.o ~y J~l FJ ~ '&1 .)....:.'&1 JY")! 'uI;l1 

Ibn Abbas ~ says "Rasulullah ~ was the most generous of all 
people, and he was even more generous in the month of Ramadhan 
when Jibreel ~I would come to visit him. Jibreel ~\ used to visit 
him every night of Ramadhan and revise the Qur'an with him. 
Indeed, Rasulullah ~ would be more generous with wealth than the 
wind that is blowing. (Bukhari) 

Note: This means that just as heavy wind blows everything away, he 
would also give everything away. We normally spend more freely when we 
are happy. Rasulullah ~ would be extremely happy upon the regular visits 
of Jibreel ~\ so he would spend everything he had or he would receive 
from somewhere. 

29. Sadaqah of Ramadhan Is the Most Virtuous One 

:J\! \'u\....:.:....) Ja.,> J,...o!ll'.,......lI",\ FJ ~'&I .)....:.- ~I J:.... :-4,jc'&1 ~T ~1 uc 

",.)il.J1 .I.JJ "u"\....A..) t.} :u~' J\! \'J,...o!l :UJ......:JI ",\,j :J\! U\....:.:....) ~ uy....;.» 
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Anas ~ said: Rasulullah ~ was once asked, which fast is most 

virtuous after the fast of Ramadhan? He said the fast of Sha'ban in 
respect of Ramadhan." He ~ was asked: "which Sadaqah is the most 

virtuous one? He replied: "Sadaqah during the month of Ramadhan. 
(Munziri) 

Note: Sawaab increases in Ramadhan therefore we should also increase 
our spending in the path of Allah ~. 

30. A Saaim Should Keep His Tongue under Control 

J..>ol u)! ,~ 'lJ ~y. )l9 WL..., loy- ~..l.:>.1 ~11~l :J\! .uc. '&1 ~J OJ;y\ <.,?II uc 

-\... 'L..., °1, 'L..., °1: Ji.l9.u:,\! I......:;L.;, r- r' ..,r, r' ..,r,. J 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said, "When one of you 

is fasting, then he should not use obscene language, nor should he 
be foolish/irresponsible. And if someone swears at him or fights 
with him, he should say "I am fasting". (Muslim) 

Note: Either he should say to the other person and turn away, or say it in 
the mind i.e. remind himself ofhis duty towards the fast. 

31. One Should Not Lie to Anyone during the Fast 

J-ll, ..uJ1 Ji9 t~ rI u-- FJ ~'&I ~'&I JY"J J\! J\!.uc..&1 ~J ~y\ ~ uc 

l?Jb.,J1 ol,J "-:>!J.!.J <\...ol....b t~ I.) ~ ~6..& ~ "-:> 
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Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said "whoever does not 
abandon telling lies and acting upon lies, then Allah is not in need 
of his abstaining from food and drink." (Bukhari) 

Fasting is not just of the stomach, it is also of the other limbs. The 
fasting of the eyes, ears, tongue and even the heart and mind. So if 
a person continues with his bad habits during Sawm, it means that 
his Sawm is ineffective. 

32. Reward of Siyaam and Qiyam Is Wiped Out Due to Not 
Controlling the Tongue 

b.;.J1 )'l ~~ ~ ~ J.w:!l ~L.;.. yj " : Jij , ~j 4c. :&1 J.:.. ~I lj- , ~jA <.?!10C 

4..:..L. . I 01 '.:'11 )'I ...... I.J!' ~ : .'.1 'ij -:'" . U! 'J..).ft"'"'" '" -, ~ U":.'" t' . ')J , 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah :;i said, "Many people fast 
but gain nothing from their fast except hunger and thirst. And 
many people stand (Qiyam-ul-Layl) but they gain nothing but 
sleeplessness. (Ibn Majah) 

This is what Sayyiduna Umar ~ tried to explain in the following 
words: "The true fast is not to merely abstain from food and drink, 
rather True fast is to abstain from futile activities and obscene 
talk." (Ibn Abi Shaybah) 
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33. Backbiting While Fasting Reduces Reward and Increases the 
Effects of Hunger and Thirst 

1'- ~ ,- , • "~'1 'Lie 1 .. I!-_< ~~ )l.'.: ~; -Iii· 3,11 'I.:.:J..:.. . '-S'JA ,_. UC lf~ i..J <.F! ~ '-F _ - .~ _ U ~ U _ UC 

, ~j 4c :JlI J..:.. ~I -,jy:..j ¥ Jc t.;.L.;.. .;.il1;.1 -:,1 , ~j 4c :JlI J..:.. ~I -,jy:..j 

...:.k.:JlI \-_. '\\1 -lill Y t. ,~ '1 t..itS ~- , t.;.L.;.. .,+. I UA.\A. '1,.JlI -I ,- t; Ilill __ ~ ~ U "..., U Cj y:!-''>'' U. _ UY-".J _ ". 

~ &> .:.,,,ill , " ~ " ; LoAI~'1 Jill , ~.i§ ) ~ \C.i§ , t.,,~ , " '4-! <i'fll " : ~j 

~ :l:~j ~.J t.i &> .:.,,,ill , " ~ " : LSj..~ Jlij , ~:illl ~ ':""Ii ~ , :l:~j t.ij 

t.)Jh ' 4J:JlI ~l t..c t.;.L.;.. .;.il\A. -:'1" : ~j 4c :JlI J..:.. ~I Jill, t:illl wY.:,. 

~I 01 " WI -!I . "\lc:t hl;d -'t,,1 II LoAI.l;.1 ~,\-,··\~:JlI -'- t. I;:. 
'1) Y" f'P"' lJ-"~ . LSY" <5', , . ~ f'Y" ..,-

Ubaid ~, the freed slave of Rasulullah :ii, says "During the time of 
Rasulullah s, two women observed fast for Ramadhan. A man came 
to Rasulullah :I; and said "Ya Rasulullah! There are two women who 
have observed fast, but they are very close death. (Due to hunger, 
can they break their fast by eating something?) Rasulullah :ii said 
"Go and bring them here". The two women came. Rasulullah :I; 

asked for a bowl, which was brought forth. He said to one of the 
woman "Vomit in this utensil." The woman vomited, blood and 
flesh came out of her mouth until she filled half the utensil. Then 
he said to the other woman "Vomit in here" She did the same and 
she also vomited blood and flesh. Then Rasulullah :I; said, "These 
two women fasted from what Allah has made halal for them 
however, they broke their fast with what Allah has made haraam 
upon them, they sat with one another, and kept consuming the 
flesh of people. (Ahmed) 
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Note: Where did the flesh come from when their stomachs were empty? 
They were dying of hunger? Allah showed people a miracle that backbiting, 
in reality, is like eating the flesh of the other person. 

34. A Saaim Is Allowed to Kiss His Wife, Provided He Controls 
Himself 

JAJ y!.l,.:J ,~L..:. JAJ J¥: FJ "-::>lc. '&1 .)...:.'&1 JY".J 0~ :..:...ll.! ~ '&1 ~.J ~~ uc 

(,$.Jb..;J1 ~y...\ .~jY ~\ -uslJ ,~L..:. 

Aisha Radiyallahu Anha says: "Rasulullah ~ used to kiss, hug and 

embrace (his wives) while fasting, and he had more control of his 
desires than any of you." {Bukhari} 

35. Eating by Mistake, While Forgetting the Fast, Does Not 
Break It 

~\! ~L..:. JAJ ~ i.J.o :FJ "-::>lc. '&1 .)...:..&1 JY".J JI.! :JI.! .uc. '&1 ~.J ">.'y\ .,r.\ uc 

(,$.Jb..;J1 ~y...\ .\i...J'&1 -........1.\ w~ \<\..0>,"", ~ yy!. ) 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said "When a fasting 

person forgets and eats and drinks, then he should complete his 
fast, because Allah has fed him and Allah has given him drink." 
{Bukhari} 
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36. Vomit Itself Does Not Break Fast, Unless It's Attempted and 

Deliberate 

~ ~ .. .;JI ~). L.I'" : J\.! F J ~ '&1 .)...:. ~I J ~ '&1 ~J "Y.~ <-r.\ uc 

.lJb ~L ~\ ~y...\ ~ I~ .. \Aj..,1 L.l"'J , .. ~ 

Abu Hurairah ~ narrates that Rasulullah :!i said, "Whoever is over

powered by vomit, there is no qadhaa upon him (Le. the fast is still 
valid). However, if one deliberately pulls out vomit then upon him 

is qadhaa." (Ahmed, Abu Dawood) 

37. Being Careful in Sawm When Gargling and Cleaning the 

Nose 

t:wi :J\.! , .. -"",,)1 uc ';..>p-\ ,'&1 JY-'J \i:..:.....I! :J\.! ~'&I ~J ~ 0!¥ UC 

~i .~J Wl........ ufo u\ \Tj iJ\...;,n •• .\T1 ..} tlYJ ,tfl........Y1 ~ JhJ , .. -"",,)1 

Laqit Ibn Sabira ~ says I asked Rasulullah to tell me about Wudhu! 

He said: Do Wudhu thoroughly and do khilal in between the fingers 
and strive hard in putting water up the nose (and flushing it), 

except when you are fasting. (Ahmed) 

Note: Because of the risk of water going up the nose and down in the 
throat, which would then break the fast. 
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38. Fasting During Travels Is Permitted 

.} I'~I -..1:. &..,i <.,F ~1 ,..ill JY-'-.J \! :JIj .u1 .we ..ill ~-.J ~YI »= 0! oy..,.. ue 

~ hI u..! ,..ill u--l.....:U.-.J ~ :FJ ~..ill ~..ill JY-'-.J JI.A9 "C~ (.lc. ~ ,~I 

(,?-.Jh,J1 ~y...1 ~ C~ )l! I'~ 01 y."..1 U--J ,~ 

Hamza AI-Aslami ~ narrates that he said: Ya Rasulullah! I have the 
energy to fast while travelling, Is there anything wrong in this? 
Rasulullah said: It (To not fast during travels) is a Rukhsat 
(permission) from Allah. Whoever takes it, it is good and whosoever 
would like to fast, there is no harm. (Bukhari) 

Note: Some people say it is haraam to fast while travelling. Even if such 
people go for Umrah to Makkah Mukarramah, during Ramadhan, they 
don't fast. This Hadith proves them wrong. They should fast, especially in 
this day and age where travelling is much easier in comparison to the 
previous eras. 

39. While Travelling, a Saaim Traveller should Not Look Down 
On a Non-Saaim Traveller 

~ ..ill ~..ill JY-'-.J t'" ll.)t.... :'11j ~ ..ill ~-.J..ill ¥ 0! y,\;..J ('?-.J.l:>..ll ~ <.,Flue 

~ ~y...1 .~ -..1:. ~ ~ )l! ,.;hW1 fo.J ,~I......JI 1'Y4 FJ 

Abu Saeed ~ and Jabir ~ relates that we were traveling with 
Rasulullah ~. While we were on the journey, some observed the 
fast, and others didn't. They did not blame each other. I.e. the ones 
who fasted didn't look down on those who didn't. And those who 
didn't, didn't blame those who did fast." (Muslim) 
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40. Breaking a Fast of Ramadhan for No Reason, Cannot Be 
Atoned For 

~ ,~ , ,~-, \:.'- -.Uj ,- ~L.- .wk jJ)1 i-_'&I'I' - -1\j : -1\j in-:.. 1'--1 ~ ~ u ~ ~ ~ J= i..>" (""'""J __ ~ _ UY"J U U ~..r ~ LP 

:J\.h.o 011 JI!J JWI .} (.j)li...,J\., t.,?J~1 .Iv .4.A\...;", 01' )Sll ~~ ~ ~ s>""jA'ij 

"Whoever breaks/fails to observe one day of fast of Ramadhan, 
without a valid excuse, or any illness, fasting throughout the whole 
life wouldn't be enough to make up for it, even if he were to do so. 
(Bukhari) 

Note: This means he won't be able to recover the Sawaab of that single fast 
in any way. He does have to make Qadhaa if he missed it or even pay 
Kaffarah if he deliberately broke it. 

41. Where Possible, Fast Should Be Opened with a Date 

Sulaiman bin Aamir ~ narrates that Rasulullah ~ said "When one 
of you intends to break his fast, he should open it on a date because 
a date is full of blessings, ifhe cannot find a date he should open his 
fast with water, because water is cleansing (purifying)." (Tirmizi) 

This means opening at sunset, when the fast has completed. 
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42. Dua of Iftaar 

).h!)11 ~\c.l: 

w......:. ..ill ~\ " : J\! .,;.b!1 \jl w\5; - ~ J "-:!k .&\ ~ - ~I wI : J\! ~ j tY. j\a.,. we 

)l..,y .lJI.l -",1 .Iv " ..:....,;.b!1 ..!.l9jJ ~J 

Muaz Ibn Zahra ~ reports that when Rasulullah ~ broke his fast he 

would say "0 Allah! For you did I fast and with your given 
sustenance do I break it" (Abu Dawood, Mursal) 

<.\...1 : I "ljl.:..,1,- '-.. '.~ II ~I- t:.1JI ~j J~ -.q \j\ ~1-.- 4:&11 k.JlI l.l ,- 'IS' U,Y.'" .'J'-'JY'-' .'J . ~ ,rJ-- i..S"""""- "....Ju 

/'.Jl\ 

Another narration mentions that he would say "The thirst is 
quenched, the veins are enriched, and hopefully the reward is set, 
by the will of Allah." (Abu Dawood) 

43. Staying Awake at Night during the Last Asharah 

~~ 0Jf0. ~ yk.ll Ji,...l Ijl ~J "-:!k.&1 ~ ~I w\5; :..:..J\! ~.&\ .r.J ~\c we 

~J l?.Jl;.,JI ~y..i .<1.1\1 ~~ ,~ 

Aisha Radiyallahu Anha reports: "When the last ten days of 
Ramadhan would begin, Rasulullah ~ would tighten his Garment, 

and stay awake at night and awaken his family." (Bukhari, Muslim) 
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Tightening the garment could mean staying away from wives to 
keep busy in Ibadat. It could be a phrase used to say he would get 
ready to work hard. 

44. Performing I'tikaf in the Last Asharah 

.:;1....A...J l.JA y..1}11 y:..J1 ~ r-LJ ~ J!I ~ J!I JY"..J':;\S' 4Jc J!I ~..J ~~ 0C 
lj..Jb,J1 ~y..I. 

Aisha Radiyallahu Anha reports: Rasulullah ~ would perform I'tikaf 
in the last ten days of Ramadhan. (Bukhari) 

45. Extra Effort in the Last 10 Days of Ramadhan 

t.. y..i.J"l1 y:..J1 ~ ~ r-LJ ~ J!I ~ J!I JY"..J .:;\S' :w.lIJ 4Jc J!I ~..J ~\.c. CJC

~ ~y..l .yp. ~ ~ 'i 

Aisha Radiyallahu Anha reports: says Rasulullah ~ would strive [to 
do acts of worship] during the last ten days of Ramadhan more than 
he would in any other time. (Muslim) 

46. Searching for Laylatul Qadar 

l.JA jl)1 ~ ..J~I ~ 'Jv.:i : JIJ r-L J ~ J!I ~ J!I JY"..J .:;1 4Jc J!I ~..J ~\.c. CJC

lj..Jb,J1 ~y..l .:;1....A...J l.JA y..i.J"l1 y:..J1 

Aisha Radiyallahu Anha narrates that Rasulullah ~ said "Search for 
Laylatul Qadr in the odd nights from the last 10 nights of 
Ramadhan." (Bukhari) 
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47. Grave Warning for Neglecting the Month of Ramadhan 

.J\I ..,L..J\I JY".J JU : JU ~ U! ~ l.F "-:!-Ii l.F ~ U! ~ U! Jb.....) U! ~ l.F 

: JU ~I:JI 4..;...J..llI ~) W! 0.!A1 : JU 4..;...JJ ~) W! \.l~ y,WI ~I : ~ J <\.,llc 

. I: JIj ~I:JI ~ ..lll . .ll I W!' I La ~ . ·'1 ~ u......... .ill..lll J \.., \.ll! J" W! lJ::A . ~ ",-'.J lJ::A _ t Yo' "....J _ i.>' 

~ u~.J .!.\.JJi u.J I~ : Jill ~ ~y:. t)l...JI J ;;)UI <\.,llc J:...>:'i" d : JIj ~ \.lS' 

W! 0.!A1 w..I9 4>k ~ ~ oJjc wfi~ u.J I~ JIj ~I:JI W:!.J W! 0.!A1 w..I9 .u fo 

~I olv (0.!A1 w..I9 ~I o)l;..l; ~ oJjc fil ol.Ji\ .!.\.JJ u.J I~ JIj ~I:JI W:!J 

Ka'b Ibn Ujrah ~ says: Once Rasulullah ~ said "Come close to the 
mimbar" We did accordingly. He :I ascended the pulpit and said 
"Ameen" on the first step, then again "Ameen" on the second step 
and then "Ameen" on the third step. When he descended we asked 
him, "We heard something from you which we don't normally 
hear." He:l said: Jibreel ~I appeared before me, and said "May 
that person be distanced who despite obtaining the month of 
Ramadhan, was still not forgiven." I said "Ameen." When I 
ascended the second step he said, "May that person be distanced in 
whose presence you are mentioned but he does not confer 
blessings upon you" I said "Ameen." When I ascended the third step 
he said "Woe unto that person whose parents reach old age in his 
presence, yet he does not obtain Jannah (by serving them). I said 
"Ameen". (Baihaqi) 

Note: This means that those three are great blessings of Allah ~. 
Ramadhan, Rasulullah :I and elderly parents. When someone 
violates their rights, they invite the curse of Allah ~. May Allah 
protect us. Ameen. 
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48. Keeping 6 Nafl Fasts of Shawwal 

uI......A.j I"\""'" u-- :Jij ~.J ~ .1\ ~.1\ J-",,"j u1 u. .1\ ~j '-f) .... ".}j\ y>.!i ~llP 

~ .Iv yd\ I"~ u\S' ,JIy:. u-- b.... ......,,:;1 iJ 

Abu Ayyub AI-Ansari ~ narrates that Rasulullah:l said "Whosoever 
fasts in Ramadhan, then follows it up by six fast of Shawwal, it is as 
though he has kept fast throughout the whole year. (Muslim) 

Note: This is because one deeds reward is multiplied ten times, so 36 will 
be like 360. It is desirable (Mustahabb) to keep the six fasts of Shawwal. 
Ladies cannot combine the six of Shawwal with their Qadhaa of Ram ad han. 
They both have to be kept separately. It's like 4 Sunnats of Zohar and 4 

fardh. One cannot combine them both. 
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Masaa'il of Fasting 

These are a few Masaa'il regarding fasting. May Allah make them 
beneficial! Ameen. I have gone over them with three doctors: 
Doctor Mazharuddin Sahib, Doctor Salim and Doctor Liaqat. I also 
had them checked by our respected Mufti Shabbir Sahib 1"~_i1.Sy' u..b. 

Definition 

Sawm literally means "to restrain oneself'. In Shariah terminology, 
it means to refrain from these things throughout the day, eating, 
drinking and deriving sexual pleasure. Fasting is a great form of 
worship. One Hadith says: "Everything has a door anc:t the door to 
worship is fasting". It elevates a person from the animalistic nature 
to angelic ones. 

Where the sun does not set or rise 

There are countries in the world where the sun does not set for six 
months and it doesn't rise for the other six months. The Fuqaha say 
that the people of these countries should fast according to the 
timings of countries close to them. 

( W.).IS ',II ..,.....lIS J6.'11 ... _I 0..\;;, ~ :u.l! <.F' Y.J I" 'C=-:- J-: .J 

Long hours 

During the summer months, we have very long fasts. We should 
think of the short winter fasts we used to keep. When Allah ~ made 
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it easy for us during winter, then if Allah ~ tests us a little bit in 
summer, we should accept Allah's order wholeheartedly. Some 
people find loopholes to avoid fasting. That should not be the case. 

Some people claim to be diabetic and eat and drink freely in front 
of others who are fasting. If the person is elderly and a heavy 
diabetic, it could be understood. But many are healthy, go to work, 
or roam around the streets all day, smoke in the streets during 
Ramadhan etc. Such people should check their Iman. 

Upon whom is fasting compulsory? 

There are only three conditions for fasting to be Fardh. 

1) Islam 
2) Sanity 
3) Buloogh (Le. being mature) 

So when a person is Muslim, sane and mature, he/she has to fast. 
The only other condition is that he/she should not be a ma'zoor (a 
person who has a genuine excuse such as severe illness where there 
is no possibility of recovering). 

When does fasting have to be postponed for a later date? 

1) Haidh 
2) Nifaas 

A woman on her period or post-natal bleeding is not permitted to 
fast. She has to postpone fasting for other days. 
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Genuine excuses for not fasting or postponing 

1) Being sick 
2) A traveller 
3) Pregnant 
4) Breastfeeding 
5) Extreme weakness which can lead to illness 
6) Insanity 
7) Being unconscious for long periods, as in coma 
8) Being in the battlefield, striving for the cause of Allah ~ 

When these excuses finish. One has to fast. If illness continues and 
the person is unable to make Qadhaa at a later date, then they have 
to give fidya, which is the amount of Sadaqatul Fitr for every 
missed fast. 

Niyyat 

Intention is in the heart. It does not have to be said verbally. Eating 
Suhoor is an indication of the intent. However, if one does want to 
make a verbal intention, there is no reason to stop them. One could 
say: 

"I intend to fast tomorrow for Ramadhan" 

If one stays hungry and thirsty, without intending to fast, the fast 

will not be counted. 
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Notes: 

1) One should try to keep all fasts properly. If one breaks a fast or 
does not keep it at all, it is impossible to gain the reward, which 
could equal that of the missed fast. One Hadith says, 

..... l......:. LJIJ.us ~..lll f'y..::>.we. ~ r-l ~yo 'iJ~.) ~ C,)A LJI...:o....) C,)A L..-';l )..91C,)A 

(I.e..,!yo .y.~ u-!I CJC c..5.)~1 .IJ .)) 

"whoever misses (or breaks) a fast of Ram ad han without a genuine reason, 
or any sickness, fasting for the whole life cannot make up for it, even if he 
were to do so." (Munziri) 

2) One needs to keep a golden rule in mind 

-'II .IJ.)J I.e..,! yo ~I .IJ')J 1Y't,.c. ();I CJC c..5.)~1 .IJ.)) (y... L... ~ -' J;....l L... )..ill 

(I.e ..,! yo ~I.e CJC ~..,..ll ~ 

"A Fast break by what goes in the body, not by what comes out." 

Therefore, if one has a blood test, or a diabetic person checks his 
sugar level, or someone has cupping done (Hijamah) etc. his fast 
will not be broken. It will be broken by something which enters the 
cavity of the body i.e. which goes either down the throat into the 
stomach or into the brain. This can be through the throat, nose, 
ears, anus or the private parts. 

However, there are two exceptions: 

1) <.sill vomiting: if one intentionally and deliberately draws vomit 
from the stomach (by sticking a finger down his throat, applying 
pressure to his stomach or deliberately smelling a repulsive odour) 
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and it is a mouthful, the fast will be broken - there is a consensus 
upon this. If the vomit was less than a mouthful, then Imam 
Muhammad's.ylc. ..ill 4........) research is that it will still be broken. 
However, Imam Abu Yusuf says it will NOT be broken. Ihtiyaat 
(caution) will be to take Imam Muhammad's.ylc...ill 4........) opinion. 
Allamah Ayni .ylc. ..ill 4........) writes, 

J!I i.JJJ.Wh.. t4';ll;.l...! r-AlI)La i.J\S i.JI <I.A..,...J lfi~ 1..51 bAt.:. uill yl.b 1..51 ~\.i:i....,l i.JIJ 
. ..)\.5..l1 lJe ~I ..) \..oS ~ .ul ~ Jfo ~IJ)I yl>u:. uSJ ~I JA J ~WI ~ '1 

(681..>'" ~ 3/3931..>'" U'""\..J.) 

~~.ylc. ~ ~l....... JAJ tsill <\.c..)j i.J.o..il1 JY"'') JIj Jlju...ill~.) o.):!yI> (.5!1 lJeJ 
(2871..>'" d,,,,,:,,,,.) I.S..:..I . .lJb J!IJ l..5j..jill .IJ.)) ~ 1.lAC ~\.i:i....,1 i.JIJ 

If the vomiting was UNINTENTIONAL and without the person's own 
dOing, it does NOT break the fast, even if it was a mouthful. 

If part of the vomit goes back down the throat, then if it went back 
down on its own, the fast is not broken. However, if it was 
deliberately swallowed, the fast is broken . 

..) '11 ~'ll ~ .;b! )l! cy.1 JI .It.:.1 JI ~ .It.:. J .uJ.l JI r-All ~J.. ~\.i:i....,1 JI ~\.i Ijl 
(661..>'" ~ 1/2041..>'" ~.l1\ ) o.lt.:. '11 

2) ~\ Semen: If semen comes out of the body due to sexual 
intercourse or masturbation, or any other deliberate activity, the 
fast will be broken, Similarly, if there was no intercourse,just 
foreplay of hugging and kissing, which resulted in semen coming 
out, the fast will break. 
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~. ~\I J "\.90 I .- 'I ' '1 '-.t.:... J ... , II. .,~. I t' ~.ll 'L ~\! ill ., c.r- '.c..- .. y .J~ t"":l VI ,YJ U""'" J ~ ~, _ u, , yJ 
(70,-""" 4.i:.:i 6/417,-""" (".,wI )..l (SJI.:ii 3/379,-""" c.r"~) ~ .Jy.o:JI .) 

However, if one forgot he was fasting and had sexual intercourse, 
or had a wet dream and semen came out, or semen was released 
just by looking, or thinking and without any deliberation, the fast 
will NOT break. 

(62,-""" 4.i:.:i 360,-""" C)\i\1 .)1.>") ..... y.o:J ~\.j t"'i.;. JI ,-:-,y!. JI ~LJI JSI..,l4J,.. 

(63,-""" 4.i:.:i 3/367 c.r"~) ):..i; r-l t:l1 .. F I JI 

Note: ~I or semen is that thick sticky substance which is released 
upon ejaculation, followed by loosening of the organ. There is 
another substance called (Si.ll Mazi. This is some discharge which is 
released during foreplay or upon thinking of the act. There is no 
ejaculation involved. This sticky discharge does not break the fast. 

(4/441,-""" (SJI.:lilI ~I 2/371,-""" ~6.)~\:j) ..... .,..... ~ '1 (Si.IJ .w1.>"1 ~LJI ~ 

2/333,-""" .J:l.illl ~ t'" A..;I~I) ~II~I foWl.5. ) .• .....9 ~ W ~l! .1.>"1 ~! .J=..l1~ll~J 

(391,-""" ("I.S.:..I 

Note: 4..I:.1..,l. If two homosexuals perform the act of intercourse, their 
fast will be broken. Both will have to keep Qadhaa and give 
Kaffarah. 

Jli n.lyJl .)c. ~n .u.,i - .lyJI .)c. ~ J;..)I .)c. tl..!..,ll; .).iSlI ~ L..S \.j,ljc ~ 

(2/342,-""" .J:l.illl ~ J A..;I~I) ,~I 01.5. 4.; Jyr.iJ1 .)c. 

Note: homosexual acts are Haram and a major sin in the eyes of 
Allah~. 
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We now put forward an anatomy of the body to explain what 
breaks the fast and what doesn't: 

Mouth 

If someone went to the dentist for cleaning, for a filling, or for 
extracting a tooth, his or her fast is at a huge risk. There is 
possibility that some liquid or blood could go down the throat. It is 
nearly impossible to avoid it so the fast will be broken. If bleeding 
from the gums occurs both spontaneously or as a result of 
treatment, and the blood went down the throat, the fast will be 
broken (though it wouldn't break if one spat it out) and nothing 
went down the throat. 

swallowing capsules or pain killer tablets will break the fast. 
However, if the medicine was in liquid form and just a drop was 
placed on the tongue, it dissolved on the tongue and did not go 
down the throat, it will not break the fast. (227 ___ l"l.S..:..l) This can be 
the case with some homeopathic medicines, or an angina tablet 
which is placed under the tongue. (~I i.S..,t:i.ilI) 

Swallowing saliva mixed with blood, where the blood is more than 
the saliva, will break the fast. Likewise, swallowing another 
person's saliva (such as the wife's after kissing), or one's own saliva 
after taking it out in the hand and then licking it, will break the fast 
(not if it was still in the mouth). If something edible was stuck 
between the teeth, one should spit it out. However, if one 
swallowed it without taking it out of the mouth, and it was smaller 
than a chickpea, the fast will not break. If it was larger, or smaller 
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but one took it out in the hand and then put it back in the mouth to 
swallow it, the fast will break. 

If there was some wetness left in the mouth after gargling and 
throwing the water out, and it went down the throat with the 
saliva, it will not break the fast. 

Swallowing a stone, mud, metal or anything that is not edible will 
break the fast. However, if a fly or a mosquito went down the throat 
whilst yawning, the fast will not break. Similarly, if particles of 
Miswaak remained in the mouth and went down despite the effort 
to spit it out, the fast will not break. 

The fast will break by water going down the throat whilst gargling, 
even by mistake. This is important to remember whilst doing 
Wudhu or Ghusl. Gargle lightly. One Hadith says: 

However, according to Imam Shafi'ee's "-,!lc. ..ill t...:...J research, the fast 
will not break by such mistakes. 

If someone was forced to eat or drink, by an enemy or due to fear of 
life, or he fell ill whilst fasting and the doctors administered some 
medicine, the fast will be broken, though only Qadhaa will be 
necessary, not Kaffarah. 
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Chewing gum, Paan (betel leaves), tobacco, Niswaar etc. will also 
break the fast (2581..>'" I"\S.:..I). If someone was chewing Paan, fell asleep 
with the paan in his mouth, and woke up after Subhe Sadig, his fast 
will not be counted. If someone gargled after having Paan but some 
reddish colour was left and went down the throat with the saliva, it 

will not break the fast. 

~ 2/3731..>'" y..fij <S"'w,).bi9 ~ W\.j y";;' JI .. WI ~ ~ iJl.S lb...;b91 iJlJ 

(681..>'" 

Blood from a nose bleed which goes down the throat will break the 
fast. 

Smoking Cigarettes 

Smoking cigarettes or cigars breaks the fast. With regards to 
Kaffarah along with Qadhaa, there are two opinions of the 

Muftiyaane Kiram. 

One: Mufti Salman Mansurpuri is of the opinion that only Qadhaa is 
necessary, not Kaffarah. He writes, 

Two: However, Mufti Radhaul Hag Sahib of Darul Uloom Zakariyah 
writes that Kaffarah will also be Wajib. This is the opinion of our 
Mufti Shabbir Sahib and Mufti Sufi Tahir Sahib. 
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• . ".( ~ .Iie... II . ~ .Iie.... L t.:. ~. < ~- 'I L...;., .' 
~ ~ Y"" '-':!~ cJ ~ '-':!~ c:"".JY" (' U# CT" '-'"'"' ~ .J ~ 
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<.,4IJ ~I......<:.i .JJI K;~-'I .l..\! ojJ.J (~ts.....I) .i' (passive smoking) L.fi ~b .fi 

~-'I 

Mufti Radhaul Haq says, "Usually those who smoke cigarettes do so 

because they know it benefits them, thus Qadhaa and Kaffarah will both 
become necessary. Also, if someone who was sitting next to a smoker 
intentionally draws in the smoke, his fast will also break and Qadhaa will 
be necessary." 

Smoking Hugga or Shisha 

Smoking Huqqa or Shisha, will also break the fast, Qadhaa will be 
necessary and in some cases Kaffarah also becomes necessary. This 
is when something beneficial is added to it e.g. fruit flavourings etc. 

l:i-'l ('j'i <Sti o).iS i..J:!-" u.i'.J~ ~ d ~-'I (,j'i ~I......<:.i .JJI d \:iW~ ojJ.J c:"",.h 

(")JI..:i!) ~I......<:.i U->,"" "':'.JJ P-'I (,j'i uYJ~ ~I.....::.i o)..iS.i' ~ ~ ~ c:""1 ~ d 

(6/4191..>"" ~~~ ('."wI .Jb 

If smoke goes down the throat without any wrongdoing, the fast 
will not break e.g. while cooking in the kitchen. 

3/367 '::"J...!:!! 3/366 4.fij U""~) \..j~1 l.filj .h ut.:....l JI,.,.>l.;j JI .J4i:- 4.ib. ~~ JI 

( 63 I..>"" 4.b.:i 
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Asthma Pump 

If someone had an asthma attack and used the asthma pump, the 
fast will be broken according to Hanafi research. This is because the 
pump contains medicine, which goes down the throat. .h...411 ¥- (5).i) 

.(228,-"",,, ..cl.)WI CJt..:.....) r\S..:..1 .~ 

Some people say that it does not break the fast, because the 
medicine goes into the lungs, not down to the stomach. However, 
this is not true. The Fuqahaa have said that smoking cigarettes 
breaks the fast, and that smoke also goes down to the lungs and not 
the stomach. Therefore, anything that is swallowed or inhaled 
deliberately should nullify the fast. Secondly, although most of it 
goes in the lungs, some of it does go down the throat and into the 
stomach. 

One may ask, "What should such a person do?" The answer would 
be to try and avoid the pump as much as possible. Avoid heavy 
activities, which make one short of breath - take it easy during 
Ramadhan. If one can take time off during Ramadhan they should 
do so. Then, if it becomes necessary to take it, use it, but do 
Tashabbuh Bissaimeen Le. emulate those who are fasting and keep 
Qadhaa during the shorter days of winter. 

If the person is elderly or unable to keep Qadhaa, he/she could give 
Fidyah for the fasts. 

Local anaesthetic 

Local anaesthetic either applied to the skin or injected into the 
body will not break the fast. General anaesthetic gases given 
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through the mouth & nose would break the fast -if there is some 
other solution mixed in them, which normally is the case. 
(~1 I..:i!) . i.SJ 

Use of oxygen 

If someone needs oxygen and has to take it while moving around, 
this will not break the fast, because it is just air compressed in a 
bottle and taken to ease the breathing. There is no substance in it. 

Using perfume 

If someone sprayed perfume on himself, he felt the taste of it in his 
throat, this will not break the fast. (227 I"~l) 

Tasting food 

To taste food or to chew it and then throw it out without anything 
going down the throat, is Makrooh if there is no genuine reason 
(Udhr). If it was done due to a genuine reason, it will not be 
Makrooh. In both cases the fast will not break. A genuine reason 
could be an ill-tempered husband who could get very angry at the 
wife if the salt or mas ala was not proper. Chefs working in 
restaurants could also be excused if the boss is a hot tempered 
person and the job could be at risk if mistakes are made. However, 
it would be better to have it tasted by a non-Muslim colleague. One 
should avoid putting the fast at risk. (2290"" I"~l) 
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(229 ___ ("1S..:..1 .... ~1 

Tears or Sweat 

Tears or sweat going down the throat. if just a drop or two went 
down and no salty taste is felt in the throat, the fast will not break. 
However, if it was a lot, or a little but the taste was felt, it will 
break. 

jly.:...';ilu'1 0\..4-"",,, ~ '1 0,P.;bil1 ..,1 • .;bill ~ ~ ulS.ul ~l.....::J1 ~ ~ t'"..l.I1 ~ I~I 

yl..,.;JII~.., 0\..4-"",,, ~ ~I.., <IA ~ ~.u:..~..l;o..., ~ 1,.# ulS.ul..,.~ J#. <\.lc. 

(("1S..:..1 3/178 ___ U""'I) ~..,11 Jy ~ 

Gingivitis 

This is where the gums constantly bleed and sometimes blood goes 
down the throat, will this break the fast? If one spits the blood out, 
it will not affect the fast. However, if one swallows it and the blood 
was more than the saliva or equal to it, the fast will break. If blood 
was only minimal, the fast will not break, unless he felt the taste of 
the blood when he swallowed it. 

..,1 ("..l.I1 ylc. u1.! J......, I~I L.l .-u..?- ~I ~ rl ~.ub. ~..l.., .ull....Il>.!! LJ.o ("..l.I1 c:::y.. ) 
(234 ___ ("lS..:..I 3/367 ___ U""'~).......J. ..l;o..., I~I '1! '1 '11.., ~ y..,U 

Extracting the tooth whilst fasting 

If one's tooth was loose and it came out or it was extracted 
smoothly without any bleeding, the fast will not break. However, if 
it involved bleeding and blood went down the throat, it will break 
the fast. Qadhaa will be necessary. 
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Brushing the teeth with toothpaste 

It is Makrooh to brush the teeth with toothpaste, or use mouthwash 
whilst fasting. This is because of the taste of the paste and because 
of the risk of something going down the throat. If something did go 
down the throat, it will break the fast as well. One should use a 
Miswaak. If the Miswaak was fresh and it had a pleasant taste that 
would not harm the fast. It will not even be Makrooh, nor will it 
affect the fast. 

(74i.J"" ~ 6/404i.J"" (')...II ).llSJl:ii 3/352i.J"" '::"J..>.!i u-"t..!.) ~J ~ (.hl.u o.fiJ 

J:,..S.l1 ofo. 'iJ ~IJ :;1.lA.l1 ~ U"!I.;.lIJ -,....1:.)1 ..!llyJ4 U"~ 'iJ 

(26i.J"" ~ 1/379i.J"" ...:aalIJAI-"," 1/199i.J"" lS~) fil ~ I~ ,--ut..!. ()o\.l 'iJ 

Women applying lipstick 

If there is risk that the lipstick will go down the throat at some 
stage, it will be Makrooh to apply. If it does go down the throat, it 
will break the fast, otherwise it won't. (74i.J"" ~) 

NOSE 

If one was cleaning the nose in Wudhu or Ghusl, and he pulled the 
water up his nose so hard that it went down the throat, his fast will 
be broken. 

If one snuffed some medicine up his nose or sniffed some drugs or 
glue etc. his fast will be broken. Similarly, if one used Bukhoor and 
deliberately took smoke up his nose, his fast will be broken. 
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(67i...>"" 

If one had the flu and put some Vicks in a bucket of hot water and 
inhaled the steam into his nose by covering his head with a towel 
or something, his fast will be broken. 

EARS 

If one was to put some medicine, eardrops or oil inside his ears, the 
fast will break. This could be because the substance travels up to 
the brain and nullifies the fast. Only Qadhaa will be necessary, not 
Kaffarah. 

If someone cleaned the ears with cotton buds or pierced something 
in the ears and took some dirt out, the fast will not be broken. Even 
if one re-entered the piece with the dirt stuck to it, the fast will not 
break. 

~y...l ~ u.J.J.l\ ~ C" I.,i.it:i J,;....ll ~ u~\ lJA ~ ........ 1.J ~ J ..l~\ cy...\.i ..l~ <\.l~\ db.. \~\J 
(251i...>"" 1"lS:...1 3/367i...>"" (,S""L.::. 2/364i...>"" :i.,;;t.:..}.J1.:i i.SJ\:iil\) ~ ':J u:h \ -..! u.J.J.l\ ~J 

If water went into the ears, it will be one of two scenarios: A) it 
went inside without any wrongdoing from the person. E.g. one 
jumped into a swimming pool or river, or one was having a shower 
and water went into the ear by mistake. This will not break the fast 
as there is no intent here and water is not something, which does 
good to the ears. plus, it is normally unavoidable, so shariah will be 
flexible. B) However, if one deliberately thrust water inside, or put 
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medicine or oil, then the Saheeh Qowl (correct opinion) is that the 
fast will break. 

lSJ\.:iilI) ~ '}J O.JY"'" ..;bill ~J:l ~.u'} "-;!lc ~ '} .u~i u-i "WI J:....li J,...:icl ~L..::. 

(Z5Zl>'" I"~i 53l>'" ~4i.l1 
~)\!.u..:A; w~I..)1 J.,.:,J.u') ~I u-i ~ -..b.Ji (.:;\J ~ ') J:...J 01 ~~I J\.i 

(3/367l>'" ~~) uJ,JI c)L...".y9 

1.#1 .u~i u-i "WI ~ UIJ .<\...oY"'" ~ '} .u~i "WI J:....li "WI ~l>.)J ul>.......;:,\.i Jli 
t'" 4WI lSJ\.:iilI) uJ,JI c)L...".y9 ~ )\! ~ u~1 ..)1 J.,.:,J.u'} JI.....ilI ~IJ.y9 

(Z54l>'" I"~I 1/Z09l>'" :i..:~1 

EYES 

If someone applied eye drops or artificial tears to the eyes, this will 
not invalidate the fast, as there is no direct passage from the eyes 
to the stomach or the brain. w ~I ..)1 ~ l.J:!a.1l ~ .ul u-iL\.S..I1 Jli 

(Z/635l>'" ~u....JI ~I.l!) 

If one applied Surmah (Kohl) to the eyes, the fast will not break, 
even if he felt the taste in his throat or the colour appeared in the 
saliva. This is because it is narrated in the Hadith that Rasulullah 
rL--J "-;!lc ..ill ~ applied Surmah whilst he was fasting 

1678 0\..;00.L. 0!1«HL..:. ~j ~j ~ ~I ~.wl J;"'j J:...3S1» :2...lli ,~\<:. 0r-
Ij- J=,.:;Sl.!1, -'- !~,<;~'·.I·~ J: .. -4. ~I L - ·~\I II ~- ~l>.·J\!..illlA·' '1:-J _ ~ . I" J __ ~ t,,?>" 1.$", • .J ., • - i.)! l>-""' uc 

(Z19l>'" I"~I .726 lS~Y) .~ :J\! "HL..:. 

(z/ 635l>'" ~I.l!) o.y.p-J ~'1'y ~UI J,:...:;S: u l (,)"t, '}o u-iL\.S..I1 Jli 
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PRIVATE PARTS 

Sexual intercourse breaks the fast. Whether ejaculation takes place 
or not, is irrelevant. Both parties will have to keep Qadhaa and give 
Kaffarah as well. 

If someone masturbates whilst fasting, the fast will break. Qadhaa 
will be Wajib, not Kaffarah. Kaffarah not being Fardh is because 
deriving sexual pleasure is only complete when two parties are 
involved, so the effect is also lessened when no one else is involved. 

The act in itself is Makrooh Tahreemi (prohibitively disliked) 
according to Hanafi research, as Allamah ibn Humam ~.&\~.J has 
stated in Fathul Qadeer. Imam Malik ~ .&\ ~.J is of the opinion 
that it's Haram. Faqeeh Abullayth Samarqandi ~.&\ ~.J, who is a 
Hanafi, also classed it as Haram (358,-"",.y,w) 

The Daleel (proof) for both opinions is in the Ayah; 

"And who guard their private parts. Except from their wives or from those 
(bondwomen whom) they own, as they are not to be blamed. And 
whosoever seeks other than this, they are the ones who exceed the limits." 
(Surah Mu'minoon Ayah 5-7) 

Masturbation is exceeding the limits. 
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There is also a Hadith narrated here: 

"One who derives pleasure with his own hands is Mal'oon (cursed)." 

However, this is not proven to be a Hadith of Rasulullah :I. It is 
most likely the saying of someone from the salaf, which was quoted 
as a Hadith. 

~':ijA ~l ~t! ultp. f+.l~IJ UJ~ L....,§ ul w......... .J~ Jill.uc. ~\..bc. wL 1:::.l-» JI.i 
(3580"" ufoWI "-:!,W) 

juray) ~ .ill ~.J says that he asked Ataa (ibn Abi Rabaah) ~ .il1~.J 
about it. He said, "It is disliked. I have heard that certain people will be 
resurrected on the Day of judgment while their hands are (swollen, like) 
heavily pregnant (women). I think it is these people." 

Saeed Ibn jubair .uc. .ill ~.J says, "Allah punished a nation who used to 
play with their genitals." 

What if a woman masturbates by inserting something in her vagina 
to derive sexual pleasure? I could not find this Mas'alah in Fiqhi 
books. The principles of Fiqh state that if the inserted item was dry 
and it did not fully disappear i.e. part of it remained out, the fast 
would not break. However, if the object fully disappeared, or it had 
some gel on it or it was taken out with some discharge on it and 
then re-entered, then the fast will break. Qadhaa will be necessary. 
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Translation: "If someone inserted his finger in his anus, or a woman in her 
vagina, the fast will not break (according to the preferred opinion). 
However, if the finger was wet with water or oil, the fast will break, because 
the water and the oil reach inside. " 

Based on this, we can say her fast will break. 

If a woman inserted some medicine into the vagina, the fast will 
break. 

~\) ~\ ~ u)li. )41"~\ ~ .!..;-oJ\ J.i..) ).1.!YI u'J" ~\)I Y"-!..) JI.i 
71U"" ~ Z/488U"" ~I)\ 

In Ahsan ul Fatawa it is written that if some cream is applied to the 
outer layer of the virgina, due to a rash, the fast would not break. 
The other is the inner part, which is round. If medicine is inserted 
there, or the cream reaches inside, the fast will break. (Ahsan ul 
Fatawa P438/4. Masaa'il Rafat Qasimi P114) 

If something was placed inside a woman's private part, it would 
break her fast. This is because in a woman's body, there is a natural 
passage which takes the substance inside, so her fast would be 
broken. Oadeed Fiqhi Masaa'il P97) 

Vaginal examination and smear test: 
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A woman who attends for a smear test or vaginal examination 
whilst fasting. If the mechanical instrument used for the 
examination, or the hand (in the case of a manual examination) was 
dry, it would not break the fast. However, if there was some gel on 
it, or it was withdrawn and reinserted with some discharge on it, it 
will break the fast. (71~~) It would be safer not to have such 
tests during Ramadhan. 

Note: Some ladies ask if Ghusl becomes Fardh after a smear test. 
The answer is no. Ghusl only becomes Fardh upon sexual 
intercourse or the ejaculation of semen. Neither takes place here, 
so Ghusl will not become Fardh. However, Wudhu will break 
because of the discharge that comes out. 

If a woman was raped during her fast (Allah forbid!) or intercourse 
was forced upon her whilst she was sleeping or unconscious, her 
fast will break. She will only have to keep Qadhaa. The other person 
will have to keep Qadhaa and give Kaffarah as well. 

~.A! .u:.}.1. ~ .. 1~1I1 ~~.fi.. ~\S 1~lljS-, o.J1.iSl1 0-,~ .. \......;:,ill 4-;W~.fi.. ~\S &, 
(71~ ~ 1/205~ u~) 

If someone touched the body of another person, was aroused, and 
as a result ejaculated, the fast will break. Only Qadhaa will be 
necessary. If ejaculation did not take place, the fast will not break. 
(80~ Jjl.......) 

If one was sitting with his wife and ejaculated just by looking at her, 
(this happens due to weakness, medical attention should be 
sought), the fast will not break, as there was no touching involved. 
Similar will be the case of looking at non-Mahram and releasing 
semen without touching, masturbation etc. 
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If a husband inserted his finger in the wife's vagina, his fast will not 
break. With regards to her fast, there is some detail. If the finger 
was wet at the time of inserting, or it was dry but he extracted it 
and then reinserted it, then the wife's fast will break. She will have 
to keep Qadhaa, but Kaffarah will not be necessary. (Ahsan ul 
Fatawa 9447 VolA) Masaa'il Raf'at P117) 

If a husband inserted his finger in the vagina of the wife to apply 
some medicine, then they were aroused by sexual desire, they 
thought their fast was broken so they had intercourse, their fast 
will be broken, and they will both have to keep Qadhaa and give full 
Kaffarah. 

If two women were to derive sexual pleasure with one another, 
(which is Haraam) and they reached a state of orgasm, their fast 
will be broken. They will have to keep Qadhaa, but Kaffarah will not 
be Fardh upon them. If they did not reach the state of orgasm, the 
fast will not break. (Hindiyyah P20 Vol.2. Masaa'il P113) 

Inserting a catheter: If a man was having trouble passing water, and 
a catheter was inserted into the bladder, will his fast break? Imam 
Abu Hanifah and Imam Muhammad 4:!lc-..:Il1 ~j are of the opinion 
that his fast will not break. This is because there is no direct 
passage (.)...:.\ :ili...) between the urethra and the stomach, therefore, 
the fast will not break. (1/104~ L5~\t.). However, if a woman was 
to insert some medicine in her vagina, her fast will break as there is 
a direct passage to her stomach. JjL....... ~ -':!~ .115~ ~\.i W j Jj~) 

(97~ 
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ANUS 

If one uses Enema to empty the bowels, this will break the fast as it 
has a direct link to the digestive system. 

If someone inserted a suppository into the anus or applied cream 
e.g. for piles, the fast will only break if the substance reached up to 
the place of 'Huqna' (up to the level of the rectum). This can only 
happen if the suppository is inserted with force and the effect can 
be felt inside, or the medicine travels slowly upwards. One should 
be careful and avoid it during the fast. Use it at night time if 
possible. 

The same ruling will apply if a dry piece of cloth/tissue or 
something was inserted in such a way that it disappeared inside the 
body, the fast will break. If it did not totally disappear, part of it 
remained outside, the fast will not break. Where the fast breaks, 
only Qadhaa will be necessary. Kaffarah will not apply. (Masaa'il 
Rafat Qasimi P81) 

If someone had intercourse into the anus of a man or a woman, 
both parties' fast will break and Qadhaa & Kaffarah will both be 
necessary. (298,-"", (,I.S..:..I) 

JU..,l ".I~1 -..k y;..:;" .u~ - .1~1 -..k y;..:; J;..)I -..k tli..,ll; • .J~I y;..:; L.S \..j~ ~ 

(2/342,-"", .J:l.li\1 ~ J .... I~I) -¥l L;\S ~ Jyo.iJI -..k 

Note: the act itself is Haram. It has been declared Haram in the 
Tawraat, zaboor, Injeel and the Quran; all four religious books. The 
gravity of the sin increases if it is committed during the month of 
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Ramadhan. Such people should seize the initiative of Ramadhan to 
do Tawbah and repent wholeheartedly. 

The rest of the body 

If someone had an open wound in the abdomen or the brain, and 
applied medicine, which went inside, the fast will be broken and a 
Qadhaa will have to be kept. 

If someone had an operation during Ramadhan, if nothing reached 
inside the stomach or the brain, the fast will be ok. However, if 
general anaesthetic was administered, then the medicine goes 
inside. Therefore, the fast will break. 

If someone went for dialysis during Ramadhan, then one has to 
remember that this only cleans the blood, flushes the kidneys and 
nothing reaches the stomach or the brain. Therefore, dialysis itself 
will not break the fast. However, if one consumed some food or 
drink after dialysis, the fast will break. (239~ i'~i) 

If the kidney patient struggles to fast on the day of dialysis, he 
could leave that day's fast and fast on the other days. Then, when 
Ramadhan finishes, he could make up for the days missed. If he was 
old and so ill that he was unable to make up for the missed ones, he 
could give Fidyah. 
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Cupping, bloodletting and injections 

If a person injects something in the body through the veins, or 
takes blood out for testing diabetes or has Hijamah (cupping) done 
on him, in all cases the fast will not break according to the Hanafi 
research. 

Note: Some people say that cupping breaks the fast. They take the 
Daleel from the Hadith: 

"The cupper and the cupped one have both broken their fast. 11 (Abu 
Dawood) 

Rasulullah F.J .ylc '&1 ~ made the above remark when he saw a 
person cupping another person in Ramadhan while both were 
fasting. 

The Hanafiyah put forward another Hadith. 

"Three things do not break the fast. Cupping, vomit and (having a) wet 
dream. 11 (Tirmidhi, Ahmad) 

To reconcile between both Hadith, the Hanafiyah say that in the 
second Hadith, Rasulullah :I is mentioning a general rule. whereas 
in the first, he meant to say that they are very close to breaking 
their fast. Such phrases are normal in the Arabic language. 
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In order to understand this, we have to look at how they used to 
cup in those days. They would have a horn of a bull. The sharp end 
would have a hole, through which the cupper would suck very 
hard. There was a risk that some blood could end up in his mouth 
and ifhe swallowed it, his fast would break. 

As for the cupped person, if he fainted or too much blood was 
extracted and he became so weak that he had to eat or drink 
something, his fast would break. This is why Rasulullah ~..iI1 ~ 

~-' meant to say, "They are very close to breaking their fasts." 

Injections 

Hadhrat Mufti Shafee Sahib ~..iI1 ~J has written a detailed Fatwa 
with regards to injections. The Fatwa was then attested, by the likes 
of Hadhrat Maulana Hussain Ahmed Madani and Hadhrat Maulana 
Ashraf Ali Thanwi ~ ..ill ~J. The reality is that whatever is 
inserted into the body through injection, travels through the veins 
before it reaches the heart, brain or stomach. The passage it travels 
through is not taken as a direct one (~I ~). 

Many examples can be found for this, in the work of the Fuqahaa, 
where they deduce that the fast is not broken when something does 
not reach inside directly. 

They say that injury is of two types: 

1. Aammah (-"':'1) 

2. Jaa'ifah (~4-) 
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Aammah is a deep injury, which reaches the roots of the brain. 
When medicine is applied, it goes inside directly. Jaa'ifah is a deep 
injury that affects the abdomen. Any medicine administered there, 
reaches the stomach. Since they both reach inside directly, they 
break the fast. 

As for the other injuries like on the thigh, shin, arm etc. any 
medicine applied there doesn't reach the stomach directly. Even 
though the effects can reach the stomach at some level, the 
Fuqahaa state that this does not invalidate the fast. (Masaa'il P136. 

Hidayah P200) 

Mufti Shafee Sahib ~ ..ill 4.....:....J writes, it is very clear that injections 
did not exist in the time of Rasulullah :i nor during the times of the 
A'ima Mujtahideen. Therefore, no one can produce a Hadith or any 
quote of the A'ima with regards to the injection Mas'alah. We will 
have to analyse it with some general principles and similarities. 

We can take the Mas'alah from a snake or scorpion bite. The venom 
penetrates into the body. Most times, snake poison affects the brain 
and kills. Wasp bites swell the part which was bitten, which means 
that some foreign body has entered inside. However, no Faqeeh in 
the world has said that this invalidates the fast. They all say that it 
should be treated, but the fast will be ok, as long as nothing is 
consumed orally to treat the bite. 

Injections were only invented after experiencing the effects of 
insect bites. i.e. that the bites had an immediate effect on the body, 
so injections should also work in the same way, in the sense that 
the medicine would immediately affect the body, rather than 
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traveling through the stomach and blood system which would 
require some time. 

When we carefully study the wordings of Badaa'ius Sanaa'i 
regarding the reasons snake & insect bites don't break the fast, we 
understand that when something enters the human body, it does 
not instantly break the fast. There are two conditions attached to it. 
A) It should reach the inside of the stomach or into the brain. B) It 
should reach there through a direct passage (~l.:ili..). (This is why 
if a stroke patient has a tube inserted into his throat and liquid food 
goes directly to his stomach, it invalidates the fast). 

With the case of an injection, no doubt the effects reach the whole 
body, however, this is not through (~l .:ili..) a direct, original 
passage. We see in hot seasons people bathe with cold water. The 
cold effects go inside the body and cool it down just as a chilled 
drink would cool it. However, this coolness goes through the pores 
of the skin and not directly to the Qawf) inside. 

,~ ~l wY-"" ,~.l.o .l..o.:>.l ~ wY-"" ,(.5..".;4-J -..Jc u~1 wY-"" ~ yl~l) 
- 137,138,1391.>'" ~\i Wj wY-"" oj.Jj JjL...... .01350 JJYI C!U 11 -..Jc jljc.J wY-"" 

( ) 1.lJC.· >:i.....:.. -~ . iY'"' .j' 

Similarly, injections take the medicine, glucose, penicillin, insulin 
etc. through the veins. Glucose energises the body but just 
energising does not break the fast. Therefore, the conclusion is that 
injections do not break the fast, unless an injection is administered 
directly in the stomach or in the brain. 

please note that it would be Makrooh to take glucose injections 
during the fast because it contradicts the purpose of fasting. Also, it 
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would be preferable to take all injections after Iftaar, during the 
night. This is because there is some Ikhtilaf (difference of opinion) 
in the Mas'alah, so Ihtiyaat (caution) would be better. (r\S.:..l) 

Acupuncture 

If someone has acupuncture while fasting, his fast will not break. 
This is because it only affects the skin. Nothing goes into the 
stomach. 

Endoscopy 

If a camera was inserted into the back passage for an internal 
investigation, it would not break the fast if it was dry. However, 
they normally apply some gel to ease the insertion. In that case, the 
fast does break. (2500"" r\S.:..l) 

Angiography 

In an angiography, a dye which shows up on x-ray is introduced 
into the blood stream. The principals ofFiqh support that it should 
not break the fast, as nothing directly reaches the digestive system. 
However, if medication has to be used, it is better to avoid it during 
the fasting days, unless it is extremely necessary to save one's life. 

Laparoscopy 

An instrument is inserted through a small incision in the abdomen 
to examine the abdominal cavity, or to perform operations. Since it 
enters the abdomen and normally lubricant is applied to the 
instrument, the fast will break. 
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Taking biopsies or samples from the liver or the other organs does 
not break the fast - as long as this is not accompanied by the 
administration of solutions or other substances. Maulana Khalid 
Saifullah Damat Barakaatuh analyses it with a Mas'alah mentioned 
by Ibn Nujaym ~..ill 4......:...), that if a person was to tie a piece of meat 
with a string and lower it down the throat and then pull it back out, 
this would not break the fast. 

~I)I y...,JI) I"y.-:JI ~ 'J .~ ~ ~I <...i..;-bJ oI..ib. ~ .u...)J ¥.! I"WJI ~ YJ 
(1260"" JjL..... ~ ~~ 2/2790"" 

Gastroscopy 

This does not break the fast, provided it is not accompanied by the 
administration of solutions or other substances. However, 
gastroscopy always needs a local anaesthetic spray for the back of 
the throat and if this is swallowed, which in nearly all cases it is, 
then the fast will be broken. 

Endoscopy 

This could be via mouth which is called gastroscopy or via the anus 
which is called colonoscopy or sigmoidoscopy. It would normally 
break the fast. 

Nicotine patches 

If a smoker uses nicotine patches, the fast will not break. This is 
clear, because they are applied to the skin and there is no direct 
penetration to the stomach or the brain. 

Note: Consult a Muslim physician before taking any of the above 
tests whilst fasting. If the advice given is that the test is absolutely 
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necessary, then it should take precedence over the fast. If they are 
not necessary, delay them until after Ramadhan. 

Kaffarah 

When a fast is deliberately broken, Kaffarah becomes necessary. 
Kaffarah is to make Qadhaa of the broken fast and then fast for two 
months continuously, with any break in the middle. If one missed a 
day, he would have to start the two months from the beginning. If 
one cannot fast, he may feed 60 Masakeen (poor people) or free one 
slave. 

Some Ulama (the Salafi scholars) say Kaffarah only becomes 
necessary by deliberate sexual intercourse. However, the majority 
of the ulama and the Hanafi scholars say that it becomes Wajib by 
eating or drinking deliberately (without genuine necessity) as well. 

If someone broke a few fasts in Ramadhan, does he have to give 
Kaffarah for every broken fast, or can there be 'Tadakhul' 
(combining them into one)? 

The Salafi scholars say that Kaffarah will have to be given 
separately for each broken fast. So if one broke five fasts, he will 
have to give five Kaffarahs. 

The Hanafi scholars say there will be 'Tadakhul' in Kaffarahs. Then, 
there are three opinions of the Muftiyaane Kiram. 

A) there can be Tadakhul of Kaffarah for one Ramadhan, not 
two separate ones (Behisti Zewar). 
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B) In Behisti Gohar it says Tadakhul can be of separate 
Ramadhans as well. 

e) In Ahsan ul Fatawa it says that if Kaffarah was due to sexual 
intercourse, Tadakhul can be for one Ramadhan only. 
However, if it was due to eating or drinking, Tadakhul can 

be for various Ramadhans as well. 

[By Sufi Mufti Tahir Sahib ..ill .u:.s.:..] 
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Salatut Taraweeh 

One of the unique features and beauty of Ramadhan is the Salah of 
Taraweeh. It increases the Noor of Ramadhan. It also increases in 
our hearts, the desire for worship. 

It is narrated in Saheeh Ahadith, that Rasulullah ~ led the Sahabah 
in a special Salah for three nights during Ramadhan. However, 
observing the great zeal of the Sahabah and their arrival in huge 
numbers, Rasulullah ~ stopped this practice. He did not come out 
of his I'tikaf area and into the Masjid. He then remarked in the 
morning, "I knew of your presence. What stopped me from leading 
you was that I feared it would be made compulsory upon you." 
(Bukhari Vol.l p269) 

Rasulullah ~ continued to urge the Sahabah to perform extra 
worship during Ramadhan e.g. his saying, "One Nafl of Ramadhan is 
equal to one Fardh in other months, and its one Fardh is equal to 
seventy Fardh in other months." (Ibn Khuzaymah) 

He also said, "Whoever stands in prayer at night during Ramadhan 
with faith and sincerity, will have his sins forgiven." (Bukhari VoLl 
p269) 

He praised some Sahabah who were praying in congregation 
behind Ubayy ibn Ka'b ~ (Bayhaqi Vol.2 p697) 

This shows that this special prayer, which we name 'Taraweeh', 
does have some basis from the prophetic era. Then, in the Siddiqi 
era and the early Farooqi era, matters remained the same i.e. 
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people would pray behind various Huffaaz of the Quran. It was in 
Ramadhan 14 AH, that Sayyiduna Umar Farooq ~ saw people in 
small groups behind various Huffaaz, that he thought, "If I were to 
gather these behind one Imam, it would be more beneficial." He did 
have evidence from the practice of Rasulullah ~, and since 
Rasulullah ~ had departed from this world, there was no risk of it 
being made Fardh, so he got them all together behind one Hafiz. 

He instructed Ubay ibn Ka'b ~ to lead the people with twenty 
rakats. Some narrations state that they would pray eight with three 
witr. However, most riwayaat state twenty. It is possible that they 
started with eight, however, since the rakats were lengthy, 
standing was prolonged and hard, Sayyiduna Umar ~ instructed 
them to read twenty, so the rakats were shortened and standing 
was eased. 

Abdul Aziz ibn Rufay.ylc. ..t1~.J says, "Ubay Ibn Ka'b ~ would lead 
people in Ramadhan with twenty rakats of Taraweeh, and then he 
would finish with three rakats of witr. (Ibn Abi Shaybah p165 v.Z) 

Saa'ib Ibn Yazeed .ylc...tI~.J reports that the Sahabah would stand 

in Ramadhan with twenty rakats during the time of Umar ~ and 
during the era of Uthman ~. (Bayhaqi in as Sunan al Kubra p699 
V.l) 

Yazeed Ibn Roomaan .ylc...tI~.J says, "People would pray twenty
three rakats in Ramadhan Mubarak during the Khilafah of Umar ibn 

Khattab ~. (Ibid) 

Abu Abdul Rahman Sulami .ylc...tI~.J says, "Ali ~ called upon the 
Huffaaz and picked from them some who could lead people with 
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twenty rakats of Taraweeh. Then Ali ~ would lead them in Witr. 
(Ibid) 

One Dhaeef narration from Ibn Abbas ~ states that it was the 
practice of Rasulullah :i to pray twenty rakats in Ramadhan (Ibn 
Abi Shaybah p166 V.2, Bayhaqi p698 V.2) 

Due to the above narrations, the majority of scholars of the Ummah 
and all of the four great Imams (Abu Hanifah, Shafi' ee, Ahmad & 
Malik) unanimously declare that Taraweeh is nothing less than 
twenty. (Imam Malik has said in one Qawl (narration) that it is 
thirty-six). Twenty has been the practice in Haramayn Shareefayn 
for the last 1400 years. The correct amount of Taraweeh rakats is 
twenty; hence, one should always pray twenty rakats. 

Some people say its eight rakats and they bring forth the Hadith of 
Aisha ~'&I ~.J. However, this is not correct. She is talking about 
Tahajjud. Taraweeh and Tahajjud are both totally different Salahs. 
One is early in the night whereas the other is in the latter part of 
the night. She has clearly stated the words "In Ramadhan and in 
other months". Only Tahajjud is prayed in the other eleven months. 

Some Masaa'il of Taraweeh 

The Shar'i ruling for Taraweeh: It is Sunnah Muakkadah to pray 
twenty rakats ofTaraweeh in units of two at a time, for men and for 
women. 

2/429 \:i;...~) \d .• ",,1 WI . fi .• 11 • ~I)I ill:J1 ~I··l • ..l5.' 4.l.. I .~1i U"'" .J .J ." J U~? I..i:! .. . Y'" .JA 1:::lJ ? 

(~I yJl uk (.) JI..h:...b 
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Reason for naming it Taraweeh 

Taraweeh is the plural of Tarweehah. Tarweeh is from 'Raahah' 
which means to take a short rest. Since they would pray four rakats 
and then then relax a bit and then another four and so forth, it was 
given the name Taraweeh. The name might be new, but the actual 
Salah is not new. 

Time of Taraweeh 

The time of Taraweeh is after performing Isha until Subhe Sadiq. It 
is not allowed to pray Taraweeh before Isha. If someone was late, 
Isha had finished and Taraweeh had started, he must pray Isha first 
and then join Taraweeh. He can't join in the Taraweeh and say that 
he will pray Isha later on. 

Witr should be prayed after Taraweeh. However, if it was prayed 
after Isha and before Taraweeh it would still be correct. 

Taraweeh in congregation 

It is Sunnah AlaI Kifayah to perform Taraweeh in congregation in 
the Masjid of the local area. If there is no Taraweeh Jama'ah in an 
area, the whole area will be sinful. 

2/4311.>'" .)~ .)~) 1..,..:;1 ~I J,\I ItS.; )! e-Y1 ..) ~USlI .)c ~ 4-:!! ~L..;JI-, 
(1/1171.>"'('s~ 
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Intention in Taraweeh 

Taraweeh and the rest of the Sunnahs and Nawaafil can be 
performed with the simple intention of Salah. They don't need to 
be specified. However, caution is in specifying Taraweeh as 
Taraweeh when making intention. 

Khatm of Quran 

completing one Quran in Taraweeh is Sunnah. More than once is 
Mustahabb, desirable. 

Khatm of Quran in Taraweeh 

It is Sunnah to complete one Khatm during Taraweeh. (Durr 
Mukhtar with Shami p433 V.Z) 

One may ask, "How can Taraweeh and Khatm it be classed as 
Sunnah?" The answer is that Sunnah is that act which was 
practiced upon with punctuality by either Rasulullah or by the 
rightly guided Khulafaa e Kiraam. One Hadith says: 

"Hold on to my Sunnah and the Sunnah of the rightly gUided Khulafaa. 
Bite on to them with your molar teeth." (Ibn Majah) 
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He didn't say, "Hold on to my Hadith." So we shouldn't restrict 
Dalaa'il with Hadith, by demanding a Hadith for everything. We 
have to look at the general Sunnah. He also said: 

"Follow my two companions after me, Abu Bakr and Umar." 

He also said: 

"Allah has placed Haq upon the heart ofUmar $ and his tongue." 

He also said that Umar is 'Muhaddath' i.e. 'Mulham', the inspired 
one. He also said, "If there was to be a prophet after me, it would be 

Umar$." 

May Allah reward Hadhrat Umar $ who put so much emphasis on 
completing the Quran that he preserved the Quran by Taraweeh. 

Shaykh Abdul Qadir ]ilani .ylc. ..tl -.......,..) narrates in 'Ghunya' that 
during the Khilafah of Ali $, he once passed by a Masjid on the 1't 

of Ramadhan. He heard the sound of Tilaawah in Taraweeh. 

He remarked, 
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"May Allah fill Umar's ~ grave with light just as he filled the Masajid with 
the Noor of Quranl" (427 U"" ~Lhll ~ ) 

The reality is that if there was no Taraweeh, many Huffaaz would 
have forgotten their Quran. Since they have to lead in Taraweeh, 
they memorise and go over it every year. In this way, the Quran 
will remain protected until the Day of Qiyamah. 

So, Allah chose Umar ~ to initiate the Sunnah of Taraweeh in the 
present manner. Then uthman ~ and Ali ~ confirmed it. Not only 
that, all the Sahabah (who were of the best generation) agreed to it. 
Allah's hand is upon the Jama'ah. The Ummah can never 
collaborate upon error. So, the twenty rakats and Khatm of Quran is 
the proper Sunnah. 

If someone leaves after eight rakats, he misses out on two, in fact 
three Sunnahs. 

1) The Sunnah of performing twenty rakats. 
2) The Sunnah of listening to the whole Quran. 
3) The Sunnah of performing Witr with Jama'ah, during 

Ramadhan. Therefore, we should pray full twenty rakats 
Taraweeh. 

Many Masajid have eight Raka't only Taraweeh. In some Masaajid, 
people leave after eight Raka'ts. They go home and watch T.V. til 
late. Many keep gossiping in the parking lodge while those who 
pray 20 finish and come out. This is all Mahroomi, depravation. 
May Allah ~ guide the ummah. 
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Two Taraweehjamaats in one Masjid 

It would be Makrooh (disliked) to do ]ama'at twice in one Masjid, on 
one Imam Musallah. 

Ladiesjama'ah of Taraweeh 

If ladies were to join in with men in Taraweeh, there would be no 
harm. However, ifladies made their own]ama'ah with a lady Imam, 
it would be Makrooh. If they did so, their Imam should not stand 
ahead of the Saff (row), she should stand in the middle. 

~k wld LAS "WI CO ~1.bJ..,!"::""'\.i wld w\! ;;i..;-JI ~Y wi ~ 'i ~ J1J 
(l/603i.Jo'" ..;1j')1 y~) .~I ~ -r.1 J.,i Y'oJ 

A Hafiz leading women only (with no other men behind him) 

If a Hafiz led only women in Taraweeh, it would be necessary to 
have a Mahram relative, of the Imam or his wife among the ladies. 
Otherwise, it would be Makrooh to lead women only. 

~ ~ W;.!..,! ~ J.?)I4....L.I.fo LAS '-:-"\~I.)c ~ 4..c.L.;JI ~..;~ .foJ 

(86i.Jo'" ~ Z/307i.Jo'" (S"'t..:;,) .u;...Jj JI .u..~..?-A '1J • .Ji- J.?..; 

Praying Taraweeh in units of four 

If Taraweeh was prayed in units of four, would it be ok? 
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If one prayed four rakats and sat in the middle for Tashahhud, it 
would be ok. However, if he did not sit on the second Rakah, and 
prayed four all together, the first two rakats will be void. Only the 
last two will be correct. Therefore, whatever Quran was recited in 
the first two rakats will have to be repeated. (86lJo"'~) 

The preferred method is to read in twos. 

Resting after each four units ofTaraweeh 

It is desirable to have a slight pause after every four rakats. 

What should one read in the Tarweehah (the pause after four 
rakats)? There is no special Dhikr to be made during the Waqfa 
(pause) between every four rakats. One has a choice of doing 
whatever Dhikr comes to his mind. One could recite some Quran, 
Tasbeeh, Istighfar, Salat 'Alan Nabi ~ etc. 

Some Fuqahaa have mentioned the following Tasbeeh which one 
may pray if he wishes: 
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Witr withJama'ah after Taraweeh 

It is more virtuous to perform Witr Salah with Jama'ah after having 
performed the Taraweeh. This is what Sayyiduna Umar ~ 
instructed Sayyiduna Ubay ibn Ka'b ~ to do. The Sahabah practiced 
on it and it has been the practice of the Salaf-e-Saliheen ever since. 

Qadhaa of Taraweeh 

If someone missed Taraweeh altogether and the time of Isha also 
lapsed, there is no Qadhaa for Taraweeh. This is because Taraweeh 
is not Fardh, its only Nafl (I.e. Sunnah Muakkadah). If someone 
missed many years of Taraweeh, he would not have to make up for 
them. 
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Zakah 

Zakah is one of the five pillars of Islam i.e. it is from the 
fundamentals of our religion. Giving in charity is a practice widely 
encouraged in Islam and as such, Shariah has made it necessary 
upon us to dispense a small amount of our wealth each year for the 
poor and needy. When a person's wealth reaches a certain amount, 
his wealth will be zakatable i.e. he must pay Zakah (alms/obligatory 
charity) on it. Shariah does not like to overburden us, so we are 
only required to pay 2.5% (one fortieth) of our zakatable wealth. 

Due to the increased rewards for giving charity in the month of 
Ramadhan, many people take the opportunity to give their Zakah 
in this month. Therefore, we decided to mention a few points 
regarding zakah here. 

There are many virtues recorded in the Ahadith for giving zakah. 
In Hajjatul wada, he said: 

IJj1j ,~~ Iy.~j'~ l.,Lj '~j IJ*'I» :~j ~ ~I...L. #II J;"j Jill 
«;.5.:!j ~ lfo~ \~.;J I~ IMlj '~1y.1 ~\S) 

"Rasulullah ~ said, "Worship your lord, pray your five (daily prayers), fast 
your month (of Ramadhan), give the Zakah from your wealth and obey the 
commands of your leaders, you will enter the Jannah of your Rabb." 
(Ahmad) 

In another place Rasulullah ii said: ~1y.11~j ,~i:.Jl; ~\.,;";,,y, IJjl~ 
~\S)l; 
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"Cure your sick ones by (giving) charity and protect your wealth by 
(paying) Zakah." (Bayhaqi in shu 'bul Imaan) 

As for those who refuse to pay zakah, or those who are lazy and 
negligent when it comes to giving Zakah, they should be mindful of 

the severe warnings found in the Ahadith. In one place, Rasulullah 
~ mentioned: 

~ ~Yill f' J-: 4..i ~ d~j .u t..ftl t.,~ ~Yill f' J-: .ul.. .u ~ o\.J) j .lJ-: ~ ';l.. ..ill .t'l l.JA 

rAt:i1 ~ u~ 0.l.:ill1 ~ ';J I.) ~ dfo wi .All.. wi J~ ~ "-:!i~ ~ ~~ ~~ 
((,?.J~I) ~Yill f'J-: "-:' I~ l.. u.,i~ ~..;:. JA J. ~ I~ JA ~ l.JA..iI1 

"whoever Allah has given wealth but doesn't pay zakah, his wealth will be 
transformed on the Day ofJudgement into a serpent, bald (due to its toxic 
venom), with two black spots above its eyes. It will be wrapped around his 
neck (/ike a collar) on the Day ofJudgement, then the serpent will take hold 
of him by his cheeks and say, "I am your wealth, I am your (acquired) 
treasure." Then Rasulullah ~ recited, "Those who withhold in miserliness 
what Allah has given them out of His grace should not take it as good for 
them. Instead, it is bad for them. They shall be forced, on the Doomsday, to 

put on what they withheld, as iron-collars round their necks. " (Bukhari) 

The required minimum (Nisab) for one to be liable for Zakah 

If a person possesses 612.35 grams of silver or 87.479 grams of gold 
or any currency that equals the value of this amount of gold or 
silver, and this wealth remains in his possession for a complete 
year, then on the expiry of this year it will be Wajib on him to give 
Zakah for it. However, if his wealth is less than this, Zakah will not 
be Wajib. This amount is known as 'Nisab'. (The grams are taken 
from the Hadith of five Uqiya of silver and five Mithqaal of gold). 
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If a person possesses the Nisab i.e. the required minimum (of silver 
and gold) at the beginning and at the end of the year, Zakah will be 
Waj ib on him. If his wealth decreased during the course of the year 
below the level of Nisab, one will not be absolved of giving one's 
Zakah. However, if his entire wealth was destroyed, he won't be 
responsible for it, because he himself has become a Mustahiq 
(viable recipient) of Zakah. 

Note: If someone didn't know the end of his Zakah year (from the day one 
became the owner of Nisab) it may be advisable to take the opportunity of 
Ramadhan and dispense his Zakah every year in Ramadhan. One has to 
keep a fixed date for Zakah and calculate exactly on that date every year. 

Considering debts when calculating zakah 

If a person is in debt, and his debts are equal or more to the total 
wealth he owns, he will be absolved from paying Zakah. However, if 
his debts amassed to less than his overall wealth, then he must 
subtract the amount he owes from his wealth. Then, if what 
remains is equal to or more than Nisab, he must pay Zakah on that 
amount. 

We often find that people owe thousands upon thousands of 
pounds due to mortgaging their houses or purchasing cars on 
finance. First of all, this is Haram. We should not waste our hard 
earned wealth in paying interest, while incurring sin at the same 
time, a major sin. 

However, many people ask, if the overall debt is more than the 
wealth they currently have, will this type of debt be considered 
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when calculating Zakah? e.g. if Zayd had £15,000 in the bank but he 
owed £15,000 over three years due to financing his vehicle, would 
he still have to pay Zakah? The answer is that the full amount owed 
will not be considered at the time of calculating zakah. Rather, the 
amount owed for that month will be subtracted from the full 
wealth, so, if for example Zayd owed £500 a month, when he 
calculates his Zakah, he will subtract £500 from whatever he has in 
the bank. Thereafter, if what remains reaches the value of Nisab, he 
must pay Zakah on it. I.e. £14,500 in this case. 

If someone lent another person money, he will still have to include 
that amount as part of his wealth when calculating Zakah. For 
example, if Zayd lent 10k to an institute, he will have to pay Zakah 
on it, even if that amount stays with the borrower for many years. 
Zayd will have to pay its Zakah every year. However, ifhe no longer 
had any hope of receiving this money back, he will not have to pay 
Zakah on it. E.g. if the borrower filed for bankruptcy, he will no 
longer have the means to pay him, thus, one would not count such 
a loan as part of his wealth when calculating Zakah. 

Upon what is zakah obligatory? 

Zakah is Wajib on all items of wealth, such as jewellery, utensils and 
ornaments etc. that have been made with gold or silver. This is 
irrespective of whether these items are in use or not. In other 
words, Zakah is Wajib on everything that is made of gold or silver. 
However, if the combined value of all these items are less than the 
Nisab, Zakah will not be Wajib. 

If the gold or silver is not pure but has been mixed with another 
metal, then one will have to check as to which is more in content. If 
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the gold or silver is more, then the rules which are applicable to 
both will apply here as welL That is, if they equal the Nisab, Zakah 
will be Wajib. If the content of the other metal is more than that of 
the gold or silver, it will NOT be regarded as gold or silver. 

A person does not have the complete Nisab of gold nor of silver. 
Instead, he has a bit of gold and a bit of silver. If both are added 
together and their value equals the Nisab of gold or silver, Zakah 
will be Wajib. But if they do not equal the Nisab of either gold or 
silver after adding them together, Zakah will not be Wajib. 

If a person had money equal to the Nisab, which was over and 
above his needs, and then before his zakatable year was over, he 
received an additional amount. This additional amount will not be 
calculated separately. Instead, it will be added to the original 
amount and upon the expiry of the year, Zakah will be Wajib on the 
entire amount and it will be regarded as if the original amount and 
the additional amount was in his possession for one full year. E.g. If 
a person sold his house and got £100,000 in his possession one week 
before Ramadhan (or the due date), he will have to give Zakat on 
the whole amount. Even if he was intending to purchase another 
property with that money. If it came to his possession one week 
after the calculation date, one will not have to include it. Because 
he has already calculated and given his Zakat. If that amount 
remains with him until the following year, he will have to pay it at 
that time. 

Zakah is not Wajib on household effects such as utensils, pots, big 
pots, trays, basins, crockery and glassware, the house in which one 
lives, the clothes which one wears, jewellery made of pearls, etc. 
This is irrespective of the amount and irrespective of whether they 
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are being used daily or not. However, if they are kept for the 
purpose of trade, Zakah will be Wajib on them as well. In short, 
Zakah is not Wajib on all items apart from gold and silver if they 
are not for the purpose of trade. But if they are for trade, zakah will 
be Wajib on them as well. E.g. where a person has a business of 
cutlery, utensils, washing machines, cookers, fridges etc. 

A person owns several homes from which he collects rent. Zakah is 
not Wajib on these homes irrespective of their value. Similarly, if a 
person purchases some utensils and hires them out, Zakah will not 
be Wajib on these utensils. In short, by hiring or renting something 
out, Zakah does not become Wajib on that thing. However, Zakah 
will be Wajib on the rent accumulated at the end of the year. E.g. if 
one accumulated £10,000 rent throughout the year, one will have to 
give zakat of £10,000. 

who can receive zakah? 

The person who has very little wealth or has no wealth at all to the 
extent that he does not have sufficient food for one day is regarded 
as a poor person. It is permissible to give Zakah to such a person. It 
is also permissible for him to accept Zakah money. 

The person who possesses the Nisab of either gold or silver, or 
trade goods which equal the Nisab of either gold or silver is 
regarded as a rich person in the Shariah. It is not permissible to 
give Zakah money to him. Nor is it permissible for him to accept or 
consume Zakah money. 

The person who has belongings, which are not for trade/business 
but are over and above his basic needs, is also considered to be a 
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rich person. It is not permissible to give Zakah· money to such a 
person as well. Although he is regarded as a rich person, Zakah is 
not Wajib on him. 

A person may not give Zakah to one's parents, grandparents, great 
grandparents etc. nor one's children, grandchildren etc. Nor can a 
person give his Zakah to his wife. However, it is allowed to give to 
one's brother, sister, aunt, uncle, cousin, in-laws etc. 

It is not permissible to give one's Zakah to build Masajid or 
madrassah's etc. similarly, it is not permisSible to help with 
someone's funeral costs, because 'tamleek' (ownership) is necessary 
for Zakah to be considered fulfilled. No one is the owner of the 
Masajid so one cannot give Zakah money there, and a deceased 
person cannot become the owner of any property so Zakah cannot 
be given there either. 

Prepared by Maulana Zayd Mehtar 
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zakah calculation Table 

Assets Value inGBP 

Gold and silver 

Value of gold you possess £ -

value of silver you possess £ -

cash 

Cash at home 
Any Currency acceptable in the 

£ -
Market 

Cash in bank accounts In any type of account £ -

Money owed to you 
£ -

Business assets 

Shares & Stocks Resale value £ -

Business Goods £ -

Total: £ -

Liabilities Value inGBP 

Money owed (borrowed or 
£ -

credit) 

Employees'salaries £ -

Other outgoings due (tax, 
£ -

rent, utilities.) 

Total: £ -

Amount eligible for 
I.e. Total assets minus 

liabilities = Amount on which £ -
zakah: 

Zakah is payable 

Amount you must pay I.e. Amount eligible for Zakah x 
£ -

for zakah: 0.025 
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I'tikaf 

The practice of I'tikaf (remaining in seclusion) is a Sunnah that has 
remained in the Prophets throughout the ages. It is from the noble 
practices of Ibrahim ~\ and many other prophets used to observe 
it. As stated in the Quran, Hadhrat Musa ~\ was also called to 
mount Toor for an I'tikaf of forty days, and even bef<i>re receiving 
Prophethood, Rasulullah :i used to spend a lot of ~me in seclusion 
in the cave of Hira. Therefore, after receiving Prophethood as well, 
Rasulullah ~ used to observe I'tikaf during the last ten days of 
Ramadhan. On a regular basis. 

Observing I'tikaf in the last ten days of Ramadhan is Sunnah 
Muakkadah AlaI Kifayah. I.e. an emphasised Sunnah, which is the 
duty of the whole community. If no one from the whole community 
observed I'tikaf in the last ten days of Ramadhan, the whole 
community will be sinful. 

In order for the I'tikaf of a male to be valid, it must be done in a 
Masjid wherein at least the five daily prayers are prayed with 
congregation. As for a woman, she may reserve an area in the home 
as her place of I'tikaf. It is written is Shami that it is Makrooh 
Tanzeehi or Khilaf Awla (contrary to Sunnah) for a woman to go to 
the Majid for I'tikaf. (shami P441 v.z) 

Although it is not permissible to leave the Masjid or place of I'tikaf 
unnecessarily, one may leave the Masjid to attend Jumuah (if it 
does not take place in the Masjid he is currently in) and to go to the 
toilet to relive himself or to go for a shower if he had a wet dream. 
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If there is no one to bring food to the Masjid, one may go home to 
eat. Similarly, a woman in her I'tikaf may go to the kitchen to 
prepare her food if there is no one to prepare for her. 

If someone did leave the Masjid unnecessarily, the I'tikaf will be 
broken, meaning that the Sunnah of the ten-day I'tikaf will not be 
fulfilled. Even though it would be best to stay in I'tikaf for the 
remaining days because he had originally made intention to stay 
for the full ten days, He would only need to do Qadhaa (make up) of 
that day's I'tikaf. Ifhe doesn't stay, he doesn't need to do Qadhaa of 
the rest of the days that he missed, because each day of I'tikaf is 
counted separately. 

It is not permissible to have sexual intercourse whilst in I'tikaf, and 
if one did so, whether it was on purpose or due to forgetfulness, the 
I'tikaf will be broken. 

It is permissible for a businessman to conduct his business from the 
Masjid during I'tikaf, though he should not bring the actual goods 
into the Masjid. One may do his work on the computer, provided he 
does not disturb others and his work is minimized to necessity. 

Some people are not able to observe the full ten days of I'tikaf, 
because they can't get that much time of work. They ask if they are 
allowed to go to work and then come back to the Masjid in the 
evening. In such a case, it will be permissible for a person to remain 
in I'tikaf, though it would not be counted as the Sunnah I'tikaf of 
ten days. Rather, it would be Nafl I'tikaf. 

One should take the opportunity of I'tikaf and spend the time in 
worship; reciting Quran, Nafl Salah etc. if someone has missed 
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many Salah in the past, it is a good time to start making up for 
those missed prayers. It is usually very difficult to get a whole ten 
days just for worshipping Allah. Make use of the time and avoid 
pointless discussions and futile talk. 

Prepared by Maulana Zayd Mehtar 
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Eid ul Fitr 

Some rules regarding Eid ul Fitr 

1. It is obligatory to offer a two Rakah prayer on the day of Eid 
ul Fitr to express gratitude to Allah 

2. The time of Eid prayer begins when the sun rises one spear 
high (i.e. approx. 15 minutes after sunrise) and ends at its 
decline (i.e. noon). 

3. The Eid Khutba after the Salah is obligatory (Wajib). 
Listening to it is Sunnah. 

Method of praying Eid Salah 

One should firstly make Niyyah to offer two Rakah Wajib Eid ul Fitr 
salah, including six extra Takbeers (saying Allahu Akbar). 

After the Niyyah, one should say the Takbeer Tahreemah (Allahu 
Akbar), fold the hand and recite ... ~I..ili~ Then say Allahu Akbar 
thrice, each time raising the hands up to the ears and then 
dropping them to the side. After every Takbeer one should wait as 
much time as it takes to say ..ill 0~ thrice. 

After the third Takbeer, one should fold the hands instead of 
dropping them. Now the Imam should read Ta'awwuz and 
Bismillah, and recite surah Fatiha along with another Surah. The 
Muqtadis will remain silent as usual. 

After reciting the surahs and performing Rukoo and Sujood, the 
Imam should stand and recite surah Fatiha and another surah in 
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the second Rakah. Then, he will say Takbeer· thrice as before. 
However, this time, after the third Takbeer, the hands will not be 
folded. Rather, they will be dropped to the side, and Rukoo will be 
performed after saying the fourth Takbeer. 

Notes: 

When everyone has prayed Eid salah, someone who has missed it 
cannot pray it alone. 

If someone missed the first Rakah of the prayer with the Imam 
when he is making up that Rakah at the end, he should first recite 
the Qiraat and then do the Takbeers. 

If someone joins the Eid salah and the Imam has already said the 
Takbeers, he should immediately make Niyyah and say the three 
Takbeers. If he joins the salah when the Imam is in Rukoo and he 
strongly believes that he has time to say the Takbeers and then join 
the Rukoo, he should do so. Otherwise, he should go into Rukoo and 
say the Takbeers whilst in Rukoo. He will not raise the hands and 
he won't have to read the usual Tasbeeh of Rukoo (~I .),j 0~). If 
he was not able to complete the three Takbeers by the time the 
imam rises from Rukoo, he too should stand. His remaining 
Takbeers are excused. 

Masnoonaat-e-Eid ul Fitr (the Sunnahs ofEid ul Fitr) 

1. Personal elegance and adornment. 
2. Doing Miswaak/cleaning the mouth thoroughly. 
3. Bathing. 
4. Wearing nice clothes. 
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5. Applying perfume. 
6. Rising early in the morning. 

7. Going to the Masjid (place ofEid Salah) early. 
8. Eating something sweet (e.g. dried dates) before going to 

the Masjid. 

9. Going to the place of Eid Salah one way and returning a 

different way. 
10. Going to the place ofEid Salah on foot. 
11. To softly recite .l.O..:J\.-l!,., ysl ~1 Y.S1 ~\j ~\ Yl ~l ') Y.S1 ~1 Y.S1 ~1 

whilst going to the place ofEid Salah. 
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Sadaqah-e-Fitr 

It is obligatory (Wajib) for a person to pay Sadaqah-e-Fitr if his 
property meets the minimum requirement for the imposition of 
Zakah (Nisab), after excluding the essential things, even ifhe hasn't 
been in possession of the property for a full year. 

On the day of Eid ul Fitr, if one possesses Nisab, he must pay 
Sadaqah-e-Fitr. The passing of a whole year is not a condition of 
Sadaqah-e-Fitr. This is the difference between Zakah and Sadaqah
e-Fitr. 

It is obligatory for a person to pay Sadaqah-e-Fitr for himself and 
his minor (non Baaligh) children. If the minor children are wealthy, 
then it is essential to pay from their property and there is no 
compulsion on the father to pay. 

Sadaqah-e-Fitr becomes obligatory at Subhe Sadiq on Eid day. It is 
therefore not binding on a child born after Subhe Sadiq or a man 
who dies before Subhe Sadiq. 

Quantity of Sadaqah-e-Fitr 

The required quantity of Sadaqah-e-Fitr is 1.661kg of wheat or 
wheat flour, but as a precaution one should give more. If one gives 
barely or barley flour, it should be twice as much as the wheat. 

If someone offers some grain other than wheat and barley, then it is 
according to the price. The price of that grain should match the 
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value of the required quantity of wheat or barley. It would be better 
just to give the price of wheat or barley. 

If someone didn't pay Sadaqah-e-Fitr on Eid day like he was 
supposed to, it will not be forgiven. It is necessary to pay it 
afterwards. 
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The Complete Guide to Fasting 

While writing the above, Shaykh Abdul Raheem (hafizahullah) came across 
the following article written by Sister Naielah Ackbarali and felt it would 
be beneficial to the reader and so included it here. May Allah reward her. 
Ameen. 

Fasting the month of Ramadhan is one of the five pillars of Islam. 
The Companion Abdullah ibn Umar ibn al-Khattab (Allah be pleased 
with him) said, "I heard the Messenger of Allah (Allah bless him and 
give him peace) say: 'The religion of Islam is based upon five 
(pillars): testifying that there is no deity except God and 
Muhammad is the Messenger of God; establishing the prayer; giving 
zakat; making pilgrimage; and fasting (the month) of Ramadhan.'" 
[Bukhari; Muslim] 

In truth, fasting the month of Ramadhan is one of the greatest acts 
of worship a believer can perform. It is an act that cleanses one's 
mind, body, and soul from the spiritual and physical impurities of 
this world. It is an act that brings the hearts of Muslims together on 
a worldwide level as they endeavour to practice the virtue of self
discipline in unison. And it is an act that satiates the hungry soul 
for its eagerness to please the Lord of the worlds. 

Previous religiOUS communities also practiced the act of fasting. 
Likewise, it has been ordained for the followers of the Prophet 
Muhammad (Allah bless him and give him peace). Allah All-Mighty 
says in the Quran, "0 ye who believe! Fasting is prescribed onto you 
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as it was prescribed onto those before you, that perhaps ye may 
(learn) self-restraint." [Surat AI-Baqara, v. 183] 

What is Fasting? 

Linguistically, the word fasting in the Arabic language means 
unconditional 'restraint' (imsak) from any action or speech during 
anytime. 

According to the Sacred Law, fasting is the act of: 

1. Refraining from engaging in sexual activity 
2. Refraining from entering anything into the body cavity 
3. Whether deliberately or accidentally 
4. From the time the sun begins to rise (Le. the stroke of 

Dawn, Subhe-Sadiq) to the time the sun sets 
5. Accompanied with the intention of fasting 
6. From individuals who are permitted to fast 

'Refraining from engaging in sexual activity' includes actual sexual 
intercourse and ejaculation caused by foreplay. 

'Refraining from entering anything into the body cavity' refers to 
the acts of entering food, drink, or medicine into the body cavity, 
regardless of whether this is a typical item one would enter into the 
body cavity or not. Entering any of these substances inside the 
body cavity means that the substance enters into the throat, the 
intestines, the stomach, or the brain by way of the nose, the throat, 
the private parts, or open wounds. 
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'Whether deliberately or accidentally' excludes forgetful acts of 
eating, drinking, or sexual activity. 

'From the time the sun begins to rise to the time the sun sets' refers 
to the true entering of the Fajr time to the entering of the Maghrib 
time. 

'Accompanied with the intention of fasting' means that one must 
intend to fast in order to distinguish if one is really performing an 
act of worship or not when one refrains from eating, drinking, or 
having sexual intercourse. For example, if one were to merely stay 
away from food, drink, or sexual activity without an intention to 
fast, then this fast is not valid and does not count. 

'From individuals who are permitted to fast' means that one must be free 
from a situation that would prevent the validity of one's fast, such as 
menstruation or lochia (post-natal bleeding). 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala ai-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al-Alaiyya; 
Shurunbulali Imdad al-Fattah] 

When Does Fasting Become Obligatory? 

Fasting the month of Ramadhan is obligatory upon every Muslim, male 
and female, who is sane and pubescent (Baaligh). This ruling also applies to 

making up any unperformed Ramadhan fasts whether due to an excuse or 
one's own remissness. Therefore, a person is obliged to makeup missed 
Ramadhan fasts. [Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah] 

A male child becomes Baaligh (pubescent), when he experiences a 
wet dream or ejaculation. A female child becomes pubescent when 
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she experiences a wet dream or her first menstruation. If by the age 
of 15 lunar years neither male nor female has undergone these 
experiences, then they are considered legally pubescent and are 
obliged to fast. 

Fasting the current month of Ramadhan is obligatory upon the 
aforementioned individuals if they are physically able to fast, free 
from menstruation and lochia (post-natal bleeding), and resident 
(not a Shar'ee traveller). 
[ibid] 

who Is Excused from Fasting the Month of Ramadhan? 

Fasting the month of Ramadhan is not obligatory upon a 
menstruating woman or a woman in the state of lochia (post-natal 
bleeding) because fasting is not permitted while they are in this 
state. [Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah] 

Sick people and women who are pregnant or breastfeeding are 
obliged to fast. However, illness can excuse a person from fasting if 
one reasonably fears that the act of fasting would increase the 
sickness or slow the recovery process. The same ruling applies to a 
woman who is pregnant or breastfeeding and reasonably fears that 
fasting will harm her or her baby. Reasonable fear is known by: 

1. Manifest signs 
2. A relevant past experience 
3. The notification of an upright, Muslim doctor/expert. 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah] 
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A traveller is also excused from fasting if he initiates his journey 
before the time of Fajr enters. However, it is better that he fasts 
providing that this does not cause undue hardship. If a person 
begins fasting a day of Ramadhan and then travels, he is obliged to 
complete his fast. [ibid] 

All of the aforementioned individuals are obliged to make up their 
missed fasts once Ramadhan has ended in a time that they are able. 
There is no expiation for a person who delays making up their 
missed fasts, though it is superior to make them up immediately if 
they are able. [ibid] 

What are the Different Types of Fasts? 

There are essentially 9 types of fasts: 

1. Specified* Obligatory (fardh) fasts: the current month of 
Ramadhan (01....;.....J ~1.l1) 

2. Non-Specified Obligatory (fardh) fasts: make up fasts from a 
past Ramadhan (01....;.....J ~\...;:,!) 

3. Specified Necessary (Wajib) fasts: specified vowed fasts ( .J.l; 

~) 

4. Non-Specified Necessary (Wajib) fasts: 
a. Non-specified vowed fasts (~ .J.l;) 

b. Expiation fasts ( • .JliS) 

c. Make up fasts for any vowed, Sunnah, Nafl, or 
expiation fast that one vitiated JillIJ .ti.....lIJ .J.l;ll ~\...;:,! 

.. ).iSlIJ 

5. Emphasized Sunnah fast ( • .lSj.o ~): 

a. The 9th of Dhul al-Hijjah (the day of Arafat) 
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b. The 10th of Muharram (the day of , Ashur a) along 
with either the ninth or the eleventh day 

6. Recommended fasts (~): 
a. 13th, 14th, 15th days of each lunar month (full 

moon days) 
b. Every Monday and Thursday of each month. 
c. 6 days of the month of Shawwal; it is best to 

perform them consecutively any other fast 
established by a request or promise of reward from 
the Sunnah, like the fast of Dawood (fasting every 
other day), which is said to be the most beloved fast 

to Allah 
7. voluntary (Nafl Jii) fasts: any fast other than the 

aforementioned as long as it is not disliked 
8. Slightly Disliked (Makrooh Tanzeehi ~j.i:i oJfi...) fasts: 

a. Only fasting 10th of Muharram without the ninth 
or eleventh day singling out Friday if one 
specifically thinks that there is reward in it, 
otherwise there is no dislikedness 

b. Singling out Saturday, though there is no 
dislikedness if it coincides with another type of fast 

c. Continuously fasting without breaking one's fast in 
the evening (wisal) 

9. Prohibitively disliked (Makrooh Tahreemi ~y.:, 0Jfi...) 
sinful fasts: 

a. the day ofEid al-Fitr 
b. the day ofEid al-Adha and the three days that 

follow (al-Ayyam al-Tashriq) 
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[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya; Shurunbulali Imdad al-Fattah; Tahtawi, Hashiyya al
Tahtawi] 

*Specified fast means that there is a specific time designated for 
performing this fast. [Radd al-Muhtar] As such, one is obliged to 
fast this day, and one cannot intend to fast a different type of fast. 

Non-Specified fast means that there is not a specific time 
designated for performing this fast. Therefore, it is possible to 
choose when to fast it. The distinction between specified and non
specified also returns to rulings related to the intention, which is 
forthcoming. 

What are the Stipulations for a Valid Fast? 

The stipulations for a valid fast are: 1) the intention, 2) to be free 
from menstruation and lochia, and 3) to be free from anything else 
that would break the fast. [Shurunbulali, Nur al-Iydah] 

It is not a condition for the validity of the fast that a person be free 
from the state of major ritual impurity Ganaba). The mother of the 
believers, Aisha (Allah be pleased with her) said, "Fajr would enter 
during the month of Ramadhan and the Messenger of Allah (Allah 
bless him and give him peace) would be in a state of major ritual 
purity from other than a sexual dream (Le. because of sexual 
relations). He would perform the purificatory bath and fast (that 
day)." [Muslim] 

Likewise, if one intended to fast during the night and woke up 
within Fajr time in a state of major ritual impurity, then one must 
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perform the purificatory bath (ghusl) for the sake of the validity of 
one's prayers, fast this day, and the fast is considered valid. 
[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah] 

what Is the Intention? 

The intention is needed for each day one fasts, even in the month 
of Ramadhan. [Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al
Hadiyya al-Alaiyya] 

The intention is the determination one feels in the heart to do 
something. [Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al-Alaiyya] 

A way to envision this point is if a person was to ask one what they 
are dOing, one would affirm that they are fasting. Practically
speaking, it is nearly impossible to not have the intention in the 
Hanafi madhhab. One does not have to verbally state the intention, 
though it is better. [ibid] 

When Does One Make the Intention? 

The time of the intention depends on the type of fast. 

Category A 

For the specified obligatory, specified necessary, emphasized 
Sunnah, recommended, and nafl fasts, the following rulings apply 
to the intention: 

1. One must make the intention in the appropriate time in 
order for the fast to count. 
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2. The time of the intention is from Maghrib of the 
previous night to before the Islamic midday (see 
definition below) of the following day. This is providing 
that one did nothing that would invalidate the fast 
from the start of Fajr time. 

3. Scholars confirm that it is superior for one to make the 
intention the night before one fasts (Le. any time from 
Maghrib to the entering of Fajr) due to the difference of 
opinion from other schools on this

l 
point. 

4. It is sufficient to intend to fast without specifying if the 
fast is obligatory, necessary, Sunnah, recommended, or 
nafl. 

[Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya; al-Fatawa al-Hindiyyah] 

CategoryB 

For non-specified obligatory and non-specified necessary fasts, the 
following rulings apply to the intention: 

1. One must make the intention in the appropriate time in 
order for the fast to count. 

2. The time for the intention is from Maghrib of the 
previous night to the entering of Fajr on the day one 
desires to fast. 

3. One must also specify the type of fast when intending. 
4. If one made the intention after the entering of Fajr to 

before the Islamic midday (see definition below), then 
this fast counts as a voluntary (nafl) fast instead. 
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[Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya] 

When Is the Islamic Midday? 

The Islamic midday (al-Dahwa al-Kubra) is the half-way point 
between the entering of Fajr time to the entering of Maghrib time. 
It does not mean noon, nor does it mean the zawai. [Mulla Khusru, 
Durar al-Hikam Sharh Ghurar al-Ahkam; ibn Abidin, Radd al
Muhtar] 

For example, if Fajr entered at 5 am and Maghrib entered at 5 pm, 
then the Islamic midday would be the halfway point between this 
12-hour time span, which is 11 am. Thus, in this example, a person 
would have from the entering of Maghrib of the previous night to 
before 11 am of the next day to make the intention if he is 
performing a fast from category A. 

The intention must be made 'before' the Islamic midday because 
one needs to fast with the intention for the majority of the day. 

According to the Sacred Law, this would be similar to fasting the 
entire day. 

[Mulla Khusru, Durar al-Hikam Sharh Ghurar al-Ahkam; ibn Abidin, 
Radd al-Muhtar] 

What Happens If One Decides Not to Fast? 

It is a condition that the intention to fast remains with one. If 
during the night one decides to not fast the next day after 
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previously intending to fast it, then one is not considered to be 
fasting for that day. If one renewed the intention, however, then 
one is considered to be fasting. 
[Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya] 

What Are Some Recommended Acts While Fasting? 

1. To eat the pre-dawn meal {suhoor} before Fajr time enters 
2. To delay the pre-dawn meal closer to the time before Fajr 

enters 
3. To hasten to break one's fast at the entering of Maghrib 

[Shurunbulali, Nur al-Iydah] 

What Are Some Duas to Read When Breaking the Fast? 

Allahumma laka sumtu wa bika aamantu wa 'alayka tawakkaltu wa 
'ala rizqika aftartu wa sawm al-ghad min shahr Ramadhan nawaytu 
faghfir li rna qaddamtu wa rna akh-khartu 

"oh Allah, for You I fasted, and in You I believe, and on You I place my 
reliance, and on Your provision I break my fast. And I intend the fasting of 
tomorrow for the month of Ramadhan. Forgive me for what I did before 
and what I do after." 

Allahumma laka sumtu wa 'ala rizqika aftartu 

"oh Allah for You I fasted and upon Your provision I break my fast." 
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Allahumma laka sumna wa 'ala rizqika aftarna fataqabbal minna 
innaka Anta al-Sami' al-'Alim 

"oh Allah for You we fasted, and upon Your provision we break our fasts. 
Accept this from us. Verily, You are All-Hearing, All-Knowing." 

[Nawawi, al-Adhkar; Tahtawi, Hashiyya al-Tahtawi] 

What Does a Woman Do If Her Period Starts in Ramadhan? 

If her menstruation starts in Ramadhan during the night (Le. any 
time from the entering of Maghrib to before the entering of Fajr), 
then she refrains from fasting the following day and for the 
duration that she is menstruating. [Hidayah Hartford, Birgivi's 
Manual Interpreted] 

If her menstruation starts in Ramadhan during the day (Le. any 
time from the entering of Fajr to the entering of Maghrib), then her 
fast is vitiated and it does not count. She must make up this day 
after Ramadhan has ended in a time when she is able. She must 
refrain from fasting for the duration that she is menstruating. 
[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah; 
Tahtawi, Hashiyya al-Tahtawi] 

A menstruating woman can eat and drink during the day in 
Ramadhan. If she believes that it is unlawful for her to eat or drink, 
then it is necessary for her to do so as refraining from food or drink 
with the intention of fasting is unlawful for her. 
[Tahtawi, Hashiyya al-Tahtawi; Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah] 
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A menstruating woman should record the number of days she 
missed while fasting and make them up after Ramadhan ends in a 
time when she is able. 

The same rulings apply to a woman in a state of lochia (post-natal 
bleeding). 

What Does a Woman Do If Her Period Ends in Ramadhan? 

If her menstruation stops in Ramadhan during the night (Le. any 
time from the entering of Maghrib to before the entering of Fajr), 
then she performs a purificatory bath (ghusl), begins her obligatory 
worship, and she is obliged to fast the following day and the 
remainder of Ramadhan. 
[Hidayah Hartford, Birgivi's Manual Interpreted] 

Note: There are details to this point ifher menstruation ends before 
the menstrual maximum of 10 complete days and the ghusl time 
finishes within the Fajr time. please refer to Hidayah Hartford's 
'Birgivi's Manual Interpreted.' 

If her menstruation stops in Ramadhan during the day (Le. any 
time after the entering of Fajr up to the entering of Maghrib), then 
she performs a purificatory bath (ghusl), begins her obligatory 
worship and she acts like a fasting person until the Maghrib time 
enters due to the sacredness of the month of Ramadhan. 
[Hidayah Hartford, Birgivi's Manual Interpreted] 

It is necessary for her to abstain from eating and drinking for the 
remainder of the day. 
[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah] 
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She is sinful if she does not do so. However, this day of acting like a 
fasting person does not count as a fast. She must make up this day 
after Ramadhan has ended in a time when she is able. 
[ibid] 

She is obliged to fast the following day and the remainder of 
Ramadhan. 

A menstruating woman should record the number of days she 
missed while fasting and make them up after Ramadhan ends in a 
time when she is able. 

The same rulings apply to a woman in a state of lochia (post-natal 
bleeding). 

Are There Actions That Can Vitiate the Fast? 

Yes, there are actions that can vitiate the fast. These actions fall 
under two categories: 

1. That which vitiates the fast and requires a makeup along 

with expiation 
2. That which vitiates the fast and requires makeup only. 

[ibn Abdin, Radd al-Muhtar] 
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For the first category, the principle returns to deliberately 
performing an act that vitiates the fast by one's own free will and 
without a valid reason. Deliberately means that one remembers 
that one is fasting and purposely performs an action that breaks 
the fast. 
[ibid] 

These actions are outlined below in the section 'category 1.' 

For the second category, the principle returns to aCcidentally 
performing an act that vitiates the fast. It also includes acts 
performed by force of a third party. Accidentally means that one 
remembers that one is fasting but broke the fast by one's own 
doing without the intention to purposely break the fast. 
[Tahtawi, Hashiyya al-Tahtawi; Related in Radd al-Muhtar] 

These actions are outlined below in the section 'category 2.' 

If any of the actions from category 1 are performed forgetfully, 
then they do not vitiate the fast. Forgetfully means that one does 
not have the presence of mind that one is fasting when performing 
the action. 
[Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah] 

The Prophet (Allah bless him and give him peace) said, "Whoever 
forgets that he is fasting and eats or drinks, then he still completes 
his fast. It is only Allah who fed him and gave him drink." 
[Bukhari] 
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In another narration, the Prophet (Allah bless him and give him 
peace) said, "If a fasting person eats forgetfully, it is only provision 
Allah put forth to him and there is no makeup upon him." 
[Bukhari] 

Category 1: Acts That Vitiate the Fast & Require Makeup & 
Expiation 

Acts that invalidate the fast and require a makeup along with 
expiation only relate to the current Ramadhan fasts. Otherwise, if 
one performs any of the following actions while performing a fast 
outside of the current month of Ramadhan, such as a make-up fast, 
then the fast is vitiated and only a makeup is required. One does 
not owe the expiation. 

If done deliberately, by one's own free will, and without a valid 
reason while fasting a current Ramadhan fast, the following acts 
invalidate the fast and require a makeup along with expiation: 

1. Eating or drinking something that humans would 
normally consume and this consummation nourishes, 
medicates, or pleases the body in some way 

2. Actual sexual intercourse, in the front or rear private 
part*, regardless if one ejaculated or not. 

3. Swallowing the saliva of one's spouse 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya] 

*It is impermissible and a grave crime to engage in sexual 
intercourse from the rear private part. The Sacred Law 
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unconditionally prohibits this type of sexual. activity whether 
during or not during the month of Ramadhan. 

What is the Expiation? 

The expiation is to fast sixty consecutive days in the year without 
any interruption. One must choose a time where one can fast these 
sixty days without the days of Eid or the three days after Eid al
Adha (al-Ayyam al-Tashriq) interrupting the fasts because of the 
prohibition of fasting on these days. 
[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah] 

If one does not fast them consecutively, then one must restart the 
60-day period each time the continuity of the fasts is broken. 
[Tahtawi, Hashiyya al-Tahtawi] 

The only exceptions to this rule are if one is menstruating or in a 
state of lochia (post-natal bleeding). A menstruating woman must 
continue to fast after she becomes pure, and she cannot delay the 
completion of the expiation. If she does delay fasting after 
becoming pure, then she must restart the 60 days of fasting. 
[Tahtawi, Hashiyya al-Tahtawi] 

The same ruling applies to a woman in the state of lochia. 

If one is genuinely unable to perform the sixty consecutive fasts 
based on reasonable surety, then one must either: 

1. Feed the same sixty, poor people to their fill for two 
meals 
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2. Feed one poor person to his fill for two meals a day for 
sixty days 

3. Give sixty poor people half a sa'* of wheat (or similar 
food grains) or its monetary value 

4. Sixty poor people a sa'* of dates (or similar food grains) 

or its monetary value 
5. Give one poor person either 3 or 4 for sixty days 

It is important to note that one does not have a choice between 
fasting sixty days and feeding sixty poor people. Rather, one is 
obliged to fast sixty days, unless one is genuinely unable to perform 
all of these fasts based on reasonable surety. 

Reasonable surety is known by: 

1. Manifest signs 
2. A relevant past experience 
3. The notification of an upright, Muslim doctor/expert 

One expiation suffices for all previous violations performed, even if 
they occurred in separate Ramadhans. However, if one performed a 
future violation after the performance of the expiation, then a new 
expiation is owed. 
[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya; Shurunbulali Imdad al-Fattah] 

*Half a sa' is approximately 2 kilos (4.5 pounds). A full sa' is 
approximately 4 kilos (9 pounds). 
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Category 2: Acts That Vitiate the Fast & Require Make Up but 
Do Not Require Expiation 

This category includes any act that vitiates the fast if done 
accidentally (see aforementioned definition) or by force of another. 

It also includes any makeup fast one vitiated while trying to make it 

up. 

The Mouth & Throat 

• Eating or drinking accidentally 

• Eating or drinking because one thought Maghrib entered 
but Maghrib did not enter 

• Eating or drinking because one doubted that Fajr entered 
but Fajr really did enter 

• Eating or drinking forgetfully and thereafter thinking that 
the fast is broken, to deliberately eat and drink again 

• Swallowing what is between the teeth, on the condition 
that it is the size of a chickpea or bigger 

• Swallowing a pebble or other items that people wouldn't 
typically eat 

• Swallowing water by accident when gargling for Wudhu or 
ghusl (with the exception of water that remains in the 
mouth-see next category) 

• Swallowing blood that exits from the gums and 
preponderates over the saliva 

• Swallowing toothpaste or mouthwash 

• Deliberately swallowing vomit that reaches a mouthful 
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• Deliberately vomiting a mouthful, regardless if one 
swallows it or not 

• Vomiting and thereafter thinking that the fast is broken, to 
deliberately vomit again 

• Smoke that enters the throat by one's doing (on the 
condition one's body doesn't benefit from it). 

• Kissing that causes one to ejaculate (on the condition one 
did not swallow the other's saliva). 

The Private Parts 

• Engaging in sexual intercourse because one still thinks Fajr 
has not entered but it really has 

• Engaging in sexual intercourse forgetfully and thereafter 
thinking that the fast is broken, to deliberately have sexual 
intercourse again 

• Entering a suppository into the anus 

• Entering something dry into the anus and it completely 
disappears inside the body 

• Entering something wet or oiled into the anus, even if it 
does not completely disappear inside of the body 

• Entering a wet tissue or a wet piece of cotton into the 
vagina, even if it does not completely disappear inside of 
the body 

• Entering a dry tissue or a dry piece of cotton into the 
vagina and it is completely inserted inside of the body 
without any part remaining outside 

• Pouring water or oil into the anus and it reaches the 
distance of the mihqana* 
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• Pouring water or oil into the vagina and it reaches the 
distance of the mihqana 

The Nose 

• Water used to clean the nose for Wudhu or ghusl reaches 
the throat or the brain 

• Inhaling medicine into the nostrils 

• Inhaling smoke by one's doing (on the condition one's body 
doesn't benefit from it) 

The Body, in General 

• Touching that causes one to ejaculate (this includes 
masturbation) 

• Applying medicine to an open abdominal or head wound 
and it reaches the stomach or the brain 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya; Shurunbulali Imdad al-Fattah] 

*rhe mihqana, or huqna in other relations, is a device used to insert 
medicine into the body by way of the anus (medical term: enema). In our 
day, a mihqana is similar to a rectal syringe or a clyster-pipe. rhe distance 
that breaks the fast is determined by when the top of mihqana reaches the 
place where medicine is released from it to the intestines. 

[Radd al-Muhtar] 
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what are the Acts That Do Not Break the Fast? 

The Mouth & Throat: 

• Eating or drinking something forgetfully (see 
aforementioned definition) 

• Eating what is between the teeth if it is less than the size of 
a chickpea 

• Tasting the leftover traces of medicine in the mouth or 
throat 

• Chewing on a sesame seed without swallowing it, if its taste 
doesn't reach the throat 

• Dust or smoke (including smoke from 'ud or incense) 
entering one's throat without one's doing 

• A mosquito, fly, or any other object entering one's throat 
without one's doing 

• Swallowing the wetness that remains after washing one's 
mouth for Wudhu or ghusl 

• Swallowing one or two drops of sweat or tears that enter 
the mouth and mixes with one's saliva, on the condition 
that one cannot taste its saltiness 

• Swallowing one's own saliva 

• Swallowing one's own phlegm after clearing the throat 

• swallowing vomit that emerges in the mouth without one's 
doing, even if it is a mouthful 

• Deliberately vomiting less than a mouthful, regardless if 
one swallows it or not 

• Using a Miswaak or toothbrush (without toothpaste) 
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• Wetting one's lips with one's saliva while speaking and 
swallowing it 

• Swallowing blood that exits from the gums and does not 
preponderate over the saliva on the condition one cannot 
taste it 

• Pulling back saliva into one's mouth that flows to the chin 
like a string on the condition that it stays connected and 
does not break off. (If one takes saliva in the hand and then 
swallows it, it will break the fast. 

• Backbiting 

The Private Parts: 

• Performing sexual intercourse forgetfully 

• The state of major ritual impurity Qanaba) suddenly befalls 
one, such as from a wet dream 

• Ejaculation caused by looking or thinking 

• Entering a dry finger into the anus 

• Pouring water or oil into the male urethra 

• Entering tissue or a piece of cotton into the male urethra, 
even if it completely disappears inside the body 

• Entering a dry finger into the vagina 

• Entering a dry tissue or a dry piece of cotton into the 
vagina upon the condition that part of it remains outside of 
the body 

• Performing istinja with water, providing that the wetness 
doesn't reach the distance of the mihqana (see 
aforementioned definition) 
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The Nose: 

• Mucus descending from the nose 

• Sniffing up mucus that is in the nose and it descends to 
one's throat 

• Inhaling smoke, perfume, or incense without one's doing 

• Smelling an odour 

The Eyes: 

• Applying kuhl in the eyes, even if one finds its taste in the 
throat or its colour in the saliva or phlegm 

• Dripping eye drops or contact solution into the eyes 

• Wearing contact lenses 

The Ears: 

• Water entering the ears from a bath 

• Scratching the inside of one's ear with a q-tip, even if dirt 
exits and one reinserts it into the ear 

The Body, in General: 

• Rubbing oil or cream on the body or hair 

• Applying deodorant 

• Performing a bath and finding its coolness penetrating into 
one's body 

• Withdrawing blood, such as in a blood test 

• Blood cupping 
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The Mind: 

• Intending to break one's fast but not actually doing it 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya; Shurunbulali Imdad al-Fattah] 

what Are the Acts That Are Disliked While Fasting (.::.aIAJ.JS.a)? 

• Tasting or chewing something without an excuse, provided 
that its flavour is not swallowed 

• Chewing flavourless gum 

• Kissing with desire in which one fears falling into sexual 
intercourse or ejaculation, on the condition one did not 
swallow the other's saliva 

• Gathering saliva in the mouth and then swallowing it 

• To gargle excessively when making Wudhu or ghusl for fear 
of breaking the fast 

• To sniff water excessively when cleaning the nose in 
Wudhu or ghusl for fear of breaking the fast 

• Doing things that would weaken one while fasting, like 
cupping or withdrawing blood 

• Brushing the teeth with toothpaste or using mouthwash, on 
the condition one does not swallow it 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya; Shurunbulali Imdad al-Fattah] 
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Can I Be Affectionate with My Spouse While Fasting? 

There are different rulings related to this question due to the 
various ways one can be affectionate. 

Physical Contact that Does Not Vitiate the Fast: 

• Non-passionate kissing in which one is free from 
swallowing the saliva of one's spouse and free from the fear 
of falling into sexual intercourse or ejaculation 

• Non-passionate touching in which one is free from the fear 
of falling into sexual intercourse or ejaculation, such as 
hugging or holding hands 

• Looking at one's spouse, even if one ejaculates 

Physical Contact that Does Not Vitiate the Fast but Is Prohibitively 
Disliked and Sinful: 

• Kissing with desire in which one fears falling into sexual 
intercourse or ejaculation 

• Touching with desire in which one fears falling into sexual 
intercourse or ejaculation 

• Anything sexual that one fears will lead to sexual 
intercourse or ejaculation 

physical Contact that Vitiates the Fast and Requires Makeup Only: 

• Ejaculation from masturbation* 

• Kissing and touching (Le. no actual penetration took place) 
that causesejaculation* 
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physical Contact that Vitiates the Fast and Requires Makeup and 
Expiation** 

• Deliberate passionate kissing that causes 

• One to swallow the saliva of one's spouse* 

• Deliberate sexual intercourse in one of the private parts 
with ejaculation* 

• Deliberate sexual intercourse in one of the private parts 
without ejaculation* 

*The person who involved himself in the above-mentioned 
situations should refrain from eating, drinking, and sexual activity 
for the remainder of that day, as well as repenting for the severity 
of the sin. 

**Outside the month of Ramadhan, if one breaks a fast deliberately 
through these acts, then the expiation is not required. 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya] 

What is the I'tikaf (Spiritual Retreat)? 

The mother of the believers, Aisha (Allah be pleased with her) said, 
"The Prophet (Allah bless him and give him peace) would always 
perform I'tikaf in the last ten days of Ramadhan until Allah Most 
High took his soul (Allah bless him and give him peace)." 
[Bukhari] 
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The scholar al-Zahidi said, "It is strange how the people have left 
performing the I'tikaf. The Messenger of Allah (Allah bless him and 
give him peace) performed some actions and left them, but he 
never left the I'tikaf-from the time he entered Medina to the 
moment he died (Allah bless him and give him peace)." 

The I'tikaf is entering the masjid with the intention to remain there 
for worship. The masjid must be one where the group prayer is 
offered for the five obligatory prayers. 

The I'tikaf is permissible if one is free from a state of major ritual 
impurity, menstruation, and lochia (post-natal bleeding). 

The conditions for a valid vowed I'tikaf (see definition below) are 

1. The intention 
2. To be Muslim 
3. Sanity 
4. To be free from menstruation and lochia (post-natal 

bleeding) 

[Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al-Alaiyya] 

What Are the Types of I'tikaf? 

Necessary (Wajib): the vowed I'tikaf 

The vowed I'tikaf is an oath to make i'tikaf for a specified time. It 
must be at least an entire day and night. One is obliged to fast 
during it in order for the vowed I'tikaf to count. 
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Emphasized Sunnah: the last ten days and nights of Ramadhan 

Performing I'tikaf in the last ten days and nights of Ramadhan is a 
strongly emphasized communal Sunnah. It is blameworthy upon 
the community, as a whole to not perform the I'tikaf. If some 
people perform the I'tikaf and others do not, then they raise the 
blameworthiness from the entire community. 

The scholars do not stipulate that one must fast during the 
emphasized Sunnah I'tikaf because it is performed during 
Ramadhan and the assumption is that the person will be fasting 
anyway. 

Recommended: any times other than the aforementioned 

For the recommended I'tikaf, its minimum duration is a moment, 
even if it's when one passes through the mosque. Fasting is not a 
condition for their commended I'tikaf. 

[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al
Alaiyya] 

Can a Woman Perform I'tikaf! 

Yes, a woman can perform I'tikaf. 

• A woman's I'tikaf is best performed in the prayer area of 
her house. 

• The prayer area is the place where she has designated to 
pray her obligatory and nafl prayers. 
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• It is disliked for a woman to perform I'tikaf in the masjid. 

• It is not valid for men to perform I'tikaf in other than the 
masjid. 

[Ala aI-Din Abidin, al-Hadiyya al-Alaiyya] 

Can One Leave the Masjid During I'tikaf? 

Leaving the masjid without an excuse ends the I'tikaf. This ruling 
also applies to a woman performing I'tikaf in the prayer area of her 
house. If one does leave because of an excuse, the excuse must be 
due to a Shariah-compliant need, or to use the restroom if unable 
to use the masjid facilities, or out of necessity. 
[Shurunbulali, Imdad al-Fattah] 

What Does a Person Do During I'tikaf? 

One is encouraged .to busy oneself with worship and anything 
beneficial, such as praying, reciting the Qur'an, making much dhikr, 
speaking of the good, and gaining beneficial knowledge. 

A person performing I'tikaf can eat, drink, sleep, talk, and do 
everything that is normally permissible, except for sexual 
intercourse, kissing, and touching with desire. 
[Shurunbulali, Nur al-Iydah] 

Allah Most High says: "And do not approach your women while you 
are performing the spiritual retreat in the masjids." 
[al-Baqara, v. 187] 
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Engaging in these acts end the I'tikaf whether inside or outside of 
the masjid. For example, if one left the masjid for a Shariah
compliant need and fell into sexual intercourse with one's spouse, 
then this act ends the I'tikaf. Engaging in these actions end the 
I'tikaf, regardless of whether one did them during the day or the 
night. 
[Shurunbulali, Maraqi al-Falah; Tahtawi, Hashiyya al-Tahtawi; 
Shurunbulali Imdad al-Fattah] 

During the I'tikaf, it is disliked to believe that remaining silent is a 
form of worship. It is also disliked to engage in work or trade. 
[Shurunbulali, Nur al-Iydah] 

May Allah accept our fasts and any act of worship that we perform for His 

sake. 
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